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IRTRODUCTIOR直 DSTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Pr_Qb_l_filn 
In this study I investigate if, how, and what religious 
beliefs or spiritual practices are utilized during the 
bereavement process of organ donor families. In this study 
I will consider if and how faith experience intersects the 
resolution process for those survivors of a family member's 
sudden death. 
Background of the Problem 
The clinical manager of an organ procurement 
organization in Northeast Ohio contacted me when I was 
executive director of a pastoral counseling center. We 
previously worked together consulting with her nursing staff 
who were adjusting to life changes and work stress. The 
clinical manager's transplant coordinators were receiving 
extensive, distressing telephone calls from organ donor 
family members during the months immediately following the 
organ donation from their deceased loved one. The 
transplant coordinators were registered nurses who went to 




procedures for organ donation with the decedent's family 
members. Being front line staff, they received telephone 
calls, which were overwhelming to them, from grieving 
families. 
Organizationally 65 organ procurement organizations 
(hereafter referred to as OPO) are under contract with the 
United States Government's Medicare Program to provide organ 
retrieval coordination (Wrobbel 1989, 28). These OPO's 
operate in large geographical areas and are limited in face-
to-face follow-up contact with organ donor families 
(hereafter referred to as ODF). The frequency and intensity 
of the calls after donation added an unexpected dimension to 
the R.N. transplant coordinators'work load. These were 
demands they did not feel adequately trained nor skilled to 
handle. I was asked to design and conduct a series of 
workshops for them in the following areas: (1) dealing with 
people in crisis, (2) the nature of grief and bereavement, 
and (3) understanding family loss. 
My strong interest in this area was due to extensive 
ministry experience and training in the area of death and 
dying. My ministry career has been as hospital chaplain, 
pastoral counselor, college instructor, hospice developer 
and pastor which have supported this focus. 
Organ donor families'unfinished grief work provoked 
that Northeast Ohio organization (LifeBanc) to determine it 
needed to complete its service delivery by offering 
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bereavement to ODF's. LifeBanc staff and I performed an 
informal, but extensive nationwide survey concerning organ 
procurement organizations'bereavement follow-up services 
which revealed very little being done. The most developed 
services were in New Haven, Connecticut and Nashville, 
Tennessee. Therefore, a group was assembled to seek 
foundation funding for a pilot grant to demonstrate the need 
and effects of bereavement follow-up services for ODF. 
Funding was obtained in the Spring of 1991 from the 
Cleveland Foundati。n. That grant is nearing the end of its 
3-year funding period. 
As the grant was being conceptualized, there was 
concern about the effects of religion on the organ donation 
process. The literature in the field of organ 
transplantation frequently considered how to increase 
availability of organs. One question considered was whether 
religious beliefs, subtle or explicit, effected organ 
procurement. Do specific religious beliefs affect ODFs to 
respond yes or no to the organ donation request? Summary 
journal articles and essays reported the results of surveys 
sent to religious denominations and found almost no official 
prohibition against transplants (American Council on 
Transplantation 1989, 4; Corlett 1985, 104; U.S. Report of 
Health and Human Services 1990, 11). 
There is interest about the uniqueness of organ donor 
families'bereavement given their mixed experience of loss 
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and altruism. There is a need to understand bereavement 
recovery from the grievers'viewpoints (Bartucci 1987a, 369; 
Holtkamp 1991, 31-33; Solursh 1990, 155). For example: What 
helps? Do religious resources provide any factor in the 
recovery? Are they facilitative or a hindrance? What 
effect do the unique features of organ donation (e.g. sudden 
death, "giving life" to another, mutilation of the body) 
have on the bereavement process? The answers to these 
questions could be instructive for other bereaved 
sojourners. 
This project thesis was designed to begin to address 
these questions with an exploration of the bereavement 
experience of organ donor families. 
Rationale _a_n_d_____S_ignificance _~ 
George Gallup, the researcher who has extensively 
studied religious experience and practice in America, 
recently stated during a National Public Radio interview, 
"We want a more penetrating analysis on religion in life 
than the news media is willing to do" (October 15, 1993). 
He was referring to the media's underestimation of religion 
as a factor in American life. He pointed out that few 
social commentators understand with any depth the dynamics 
of the inner religious workings for the average person. 
It often appears as an index topic with little 
sophisticated understanding of its intricate workings. In 
fact, a literature review of organ procurement revealed only 
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cursory mention of religion. Religion is a cross-
referenced topic among the plethora of organ donation 
journal subjects. In this relatively young field, religion 
has not been thoroughly investigated, especially as it 
relates to bereavement recovery. 
The ODF members represent a high-risk group for 
complicated grief since they are customarily victims of the 
sudden death of their family member. According to Parkes 
and Weiss, unanticipated bereavement possesses significant 
challenges for recovery. Religion is the obvious resource 
at the time of death (Parkes and Weiss 1983, 17). Yet with 
the increasingly secular nature of our society, is it safe 
to assume religion consoles at death? How does it join with 
the wounded spirit? Clearly understanding the subjective 
experience of organ donor families'bereavement process 
provides a tool for bereavement caregivers on assisting 
those who work through its dark caverns. This bolsters the 
relevance and vibrancy of religion and spirituality as a 
bereavement resource. 
This study is designed to inform clinical pastoral 
practice in the following ways: 
1. to increase understanding of the religious 
dynamics of bereavement for ODF, 
2. to increase understanding of the subjective 
experience of ODF, 




4. to examine bereavement theory in general in order 
to determine whether or not it applies to this 
particular group. 
The goal of the project thesis is to increase our 
understanding of what religious resources the ODF draw upon 
in their bereavement. 
Theoretical C_Qilstructs and_DefinitiQns 
The following are constructs which will be utilized in 
this project to form its theoretical framework: 
Bereavement Process -the discernible psychological 
movement through which humans pass as delineated 
by Rando, Worden, Parkes, Bowlby and others. 
Response to Loss -the attachment/detachment process 
according to Bowlby. 
Organ Donor Families'Loss Experience -Similarities 
and uniquenesses as compared to others who are 
bereaved. 
Pastoral Response to Bereavement -Customary clergy 
activity in working with those who are 
grieving. 
Spiritual Responses to Loss and Bereavement -Spiritual 
crisis which is precipitated by death of a family 
member. 
The following definitions will orient the reader to 
terms used in this project, as well as the topic area: 
Religious Beliefs -cognitive religious articulations 
which serve to center a person's acknowledged 
theological inclinations. Examples of these 
beliefs will include the relationship between the 
physical body to the after life. The concept of 
resurrection relates to the body's form in the 
afterlife. Altruism as it relates to the organ 




Spiritual Practices -specific public and private 
rituals (events) which hold meaning for the 
bereaved, utilized to allay the grieving soul. 
Among the most common are memorial service, 
worship attendance, scripture or inspirational 
reading, personal prayer, and communion. 
Organ Retieval -on-site procurement of transplantable 
organs by a specialized medical team at the 
institutional site of death. 
Organ Procurement Organization -sixty-five medical 
organizations nationwide which have contracted 
with Medicare to coordinate public education and 
organ retrieval services for the facilitation of 
organ transplants. 
Transplant Coordinators -on-call nursing staff of the 
organ procurement organizations who oversee the 
entire organ transplant process. They go on-site 
to retrieve the organs and ensure that those 
organs are delivered to surgical locations for 
appropriate waiting recipients. 
Organ Donor Families -loved-ones of a deceased person 
who have consented to the organ donation for 
transplantation in medically-needy recipients. 
These decisions to donate are made in the first 
minutes or hours after death of their loved one. 
SU皿naryand Overview 
My ministry experience with death and dying has led me 
into contact with the bereavement experience of organ donor 
families. Reading through the organ donation literature of 
this relatively young field revealed few references to 
religion in the overall process. The persistent question I 
wanted to know was whether or not religious beliefs and 
spiritual practices influence the grieving of any who have 
suffered loss. This question of practical ministry 
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instigated the study of the utilization of religious 
resources during organ donor families'bereavement 
processes. 
As a consequence organ procurement organizations may be 
convinced to implement more specific bereavement follow-up 
programs. This study will hopefully shed light on the 
practice of ministry with this group which may also 
enlighten ministry with the bereaved in general. 
Next, Chapter Two will review the available literature 
in the areas of organ procurement, the bereavement process, 




This study examines the effects of spiritual practices 
and religious beliefs in the bereavement process of organ 
donor family members. Relevant literature is derived from 
the areas of organ and tissue transplantation, bereavement 
and theology. Organ and tissue donation has moved beyond 
experimentation into the main stream of medical practice in 
the last ten to fifteen years. Those procedures effect its 
participants in some unique ways. It is important to 
understand unique issues this population faces. The 
bereavement which organ donor families experience involves 
sudden death and the rare opportunity to give the "gift of 
life." I seek to review bereavement literature in general 
in order to reflect on the particular facets of organ donor 
family grief. In matters of life and death those things 
which concern us ultimately demand priority. I seek to 
understand from the available literature how theology 
relates to ambiguous loss. More than mere theory, I seek to 
understand how religious practice impacts human loss. How 
do humans respond to suffering? Since organ donation 
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involves human body parts being given to another, what are 
the theological implications of that gift-giving? 
Transplantation journals appeared in the late 1970's 
and 1980's. Yet transplantation is first recorded with 
corneal transplant attempts in Europe and Australia at the 
turn of the century. This procedure began in the United 
States in the 1940's (Wroebbel 1989, 27). 
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The kidney is the most successfully transplanted organ. 
Pioneer efforts were begun by Dr. Richard Layler in Chicago 
in 1950. Physicians working at Peter Bent Bingham Hospital, 
Boston, during the mid-1950's developed the now standard 
surgical technique in kidney transplantation. 
Liver transplantation began in 1963 with the work of 
Dr. Thomas Starze. It is one of the most costly and complex 
procedures to perform. 
Heart transplantation was made prominent by the work of 
Dr. Christiaan Barnard in 1967 in Cape Town, South Africa. 
The procedure received worldwide acclaim even though the 
patient lived only 18 days. Complications of infection and 
organ rejection thwarted progress in heart transplantation 
until the introduction of cyclosporine in 1983. By 1986 the 
one-year survival rate of heart recipients rose to 75-80急．
Heart - lung bloc transplants were first performed in 
1981. Single lung transplants have not been successful 
enough to be considered beyond experimental. The same can 
be said for transplants of the pancreas where one-year 
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survival rate is less than half. There is increasing focus 
on small bowel transplantation for patients with specific 
dysfunction. 
Skin removed from donors after death, frozen in liquid 
nitrogen, can be kept indefinitely. A primary use is 
temporary wound covering for burn victims while their own 
skin regenerates. Bone allografts are used to treat 
diseases or injuries of the long bones or joints. Likewise 
these may be kept indefinitely when deep frozen. 
While common usage refers to the term "organ donation", 
in reality tissue donation far exceeds organ donation. 
Cadaveric donor transplants for 1993 were 14,685 organ 
transplants and 516,318 tissue transplants (Annual Report -
1993, UNOS). Solid organ donations include kidneys, heart, 
heart-lung, liver, lungs, and pancreas. Tissue donations 
include eyes (cornea and sclera), skin, bones, saphenous 
vein (for bypass surgery), heart valves and pericardium. 
About 75屯 ofdonors are trauma victims. Organ 
donations are always surrounded by tragic circumstances (Cox 
1986, 200). Victims of homicide, suicide, drowning, brain 
hemorrhage, acute neurologic trauma or a primary brain tumor 
are candidates for donation. Early identification of 
potential donors is important since it begins what may end 
as the organ donation process (Cox 1986, 200). At this 
stage, recognition of brain death is a pivotal factor. This 
sad reality clarifies the option to donate organs and 
tissue. 
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Brain death is an irreversible condition in which brain 
function ceases. The Ad Hoc Committee of the Harvard 
Medical School to Examine the Definition of Brain Death 
first investigated the conditions for pronouncement of death 
by neurologic criteria. The Uniform Brain Death Act (1978) 
addressed the irreversible cessation of all functioning of 
the entire brain determined according to reasonable medical 
standards (Rodgers 1989, 844). Procedures vary from state 
to state but customarily involve two electroencephalographs 
at specific intervals from one another. Brain activity is 
thereby measured, and brain death can be determined by a 
physician. 
Medically, the next concern is to maintain the 
patient's body for possible donation. Among numerous 
systems monitored, care is given to maintaining systolic 
blood pressure, adequate tissue perfusion, fluid electrolyte 
balance and normal cardiac output. 
The Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (1968) established a 
framework within which anatomical gift donation could be 
made and regulated. This Act recognized the individual's 
right to donate an anatomical gift, the next of kin's right 
to decide on behalf of the decedent, and the validity of the 
donor card as a statement of an individual's intent to 
donate (Wrobbel 1989, 26). The Act permits recovery of 
donated organs and tissues after death and prior to 
embalming. 
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Transplantation literature has gradually shifted over 
the years from technical aspects of transplantation to 
increasing available organs supply to finally include the 
experience of organ donor families (Stocks, et al 1992; 
Miller 1990; Malecki 1985; Coolican 1987). Stocks, et al, 
found few studies available regarding donor family 
experience with the organ donation process (1992). Loughnan 
has identified four distinct steps for the organ donor 
families in their donation process. The stages are the 
following: 1) acute stage; 2) brain death discussion; 3) 
donation request, and 4) bereavement (Loughnan 1992, 2085). 
Efforts have been made to increase the consent to donate by 
timing the request after sufficient time for the reality of 
the loss to take root in the family of the deceased. 
The needs of the acute stage are met with emotional 
support and time to absorb the impact of the death. Shock 
and disbelief fill the early days of the trauma. The 
irreversibility of brain death must usually be explained 
repeatedly and extensively, yet simply. In the presence of 
evidence to the contrary, such as the patient's body 
breathing with assistance, the cessation of brain activity 
is confronted. Physician determination that brain function 
is irretrievable is the first impact of the family's loss. 
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Loughnan (1992, 2085) believes donation should be 
approached only after the brain death stage is completed. 
Many medical personnel worry that the request for 
donation is coercive or intrusive, yet family members 
writing about their experiences report gratitude for the 
option of organ donation (Coolican 1987; Frauman 1987). 
Family members have even described the "right to be asked to 
donate" (Coolican 1987, 485). Along with the request for 
donation is a gentle but thorough explanation of the removal 
procedures, organ transportation to transplant sites and 
follow-up information. Organ and/or tissue donations are 
identified, permission papers signed, and the family is 
allowed to leave the hospital. As a matter of practice, 
there is no delay to embalming or funeral plans. 
In the meanwhile, organ and tissue donor/recipients 
matching occurs regionally and nationally with computer 
databases according to blood type and other criteria. The 
United Network for organ Sharing (UNOS) is a federally 
funded program which maintains a nationwide network to 
identify potential recipients (Wrobbel 1989, 27). The 
quickest connection between donor and recipient must be made 
for the heart transplantation since the heart can only be 
maintained outside the body 3-6 hours. Kidneys can be 
maintained for up to 72 hours. Eyes are recovered after the 
patient is removed from the respirator. They are stored in 
the tissue bank for use within three days. 
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After transplantation surgeries, a letter is 
customarily sent to the donor families describing in general 
terms who received the donated organs and tissues. 
Depending on how many organs and tissues were given, the 
number of persons and families benefitting can reach eight 
or ten. 
Ironically, this wonderful medical miracle of 
transplantation is limited in the number of times it is 
performed due to the unavailability of organs and tissue. A 
literature review reveals that this problem has preoccupied 
the field for approximately fifteen years during which the 
journals have been published. An estimated 40,000 traumas 
occur per year and there are only about 4,000 patients who 
donate. There are approximately 30,000 patients waiting on 
the donor list. Research has been done to understand 
variables which increase public awareness and likelihood to 
donate. Massive public education programs by organ 
procurement organizations includes donor check-off on the 
driver's license. The underlying goal is to remove 
inhibition to donation. Health care professionals and 
potential donors of various racial, ethnic and religious 
backgrounds have been surveyed (Davidson 1991; Plawecki 
1989; Frauman 1987; Stocks, et al 1992; Corlett 1985; 
Rushton 1991; and Vernale 1991). Stocks, et al, identified 
a common fear health care professionals held was that 
requesting donation caused additional stress to families 
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already in a difficult time. In spite of their generally 
positive beliefs about transplantation, health care 
professionals'reluctance to approach families may cause the 
loss of potential donors. They also found that virtually 
all donor families had no regret regarding their decision to 
donate. 
Hanninen (1985) discovered an interesting inconsistency 
between the public's positive attitude about transplantation 
and their tentativeness regarding donation. In another 
study examining public attitudes toward human organ donation 
fears included the following: 1) hastiness of organ removal 
before person was really dead; 2) concerns about mutilation 
of the body; 3) fatalistic views about any preparation for 
one's death; 4) beliefs that their religion prohibited it; 
5) respondents 40-60 years felt they were too old; and 6) 
cynicism and distrust of physicians (Corlett 1985). 
Extensive study of the world's religions find almost no 
prohibition against organ donation with the exception of 
Gypsies. The world's religions vary in depth of support for 
organ donation according to their emphasis on altruistic 
demonstrations of faith. 
Dilemmas which face the industry include access to 
transplantation, and medical benefit to the patient 
associated with ability to pay. Another problem is the 
allocation of organs when they are such a scarce resource. 
Then they also must decide how to increase supply of donated 
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organs for a proven technology (Davis 1989, 825). In this 
third issue is incorporated the ethical questions of 
anacephalic infant donation in which newborns with no hope 
of survival beyond a few days, yet who are not brain dead, 
have useable organs for transplant. The supply issue has 
generated the concepts of "presumed consent" -taking organs 
at death unless specifically objected to; "informed consent" 
-mandatory permission from fully knowledgable deceased's 
family members before donation is performed; "required 
request" -legally constraining health care professionals to 
ask eligible donor families if they would like to donate 
(Rodgers 1989, 84). 
Finally, the term "rewarded gifting" involves financial 
remuneration for organ donation whether the donor is alive 
or deceased. The problems of exploitation of the poor have 
been noted, as United States law prohibits donation with 
financial consideration (Rodgers 1989, 847). 
What remains after the successful organ donation is the 
organ donor family. Bartucci (1987b) noted the lack of 
literature on the psychological effects for organ donor 
families. More recently a few articles have been published 
regarding ODF internal experience. The reason for donation 
given by the ODF reveal their most private concerns. The 
most common motivations are the following: 1) help someone 
and 2) bring something positive out of tragedy (Stocks et al 
1992, Bartucci 1987b, Coolican 1987). Others have added 
that transplantation is a continuation of life in another 
way (Bartucci 1979, Salugh 1990, Melecki 1985). 
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The effects of abrupt loss are lessened due to 
continuation of life. Bartucci and Malecki believe that 
organ donation alleviates some initial grief while lessening 
the finality of death. Loughnan disagrees that organ 
donation lessens grief, because grief is a response to the 
loss which cannot be minimized. It facilitates the reality 
of the death while offering some consolation. At the very 
least, organ donation spares another parent from the grief 
ODF have known (Solursh 1990). 
Several authors noted the lack of support for organ 
donation families. (Coolican, Bartucci). For the most part, 
families have been left to figure out their experience on 
their own (Coolican 1987). Those involved with sudden 
deaths commonly experience less support since there has been 
no history nor build up of concern (Bartucci 1987a). 
A registered nurse who was a donor mother, now active 
in the organ procurement field, quoted from T.S. Eliot, 
"What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make 
an end is to make a beginning. The end is where we start 
from." She continued, "Knowing the organs would extend life 
for someone else was a great source of strength." Organ 
donation means for many an opportunity to retrieve some good 
out of tragedy. Almost no organ donor families regretted 
their decision. (Bartucci 1987b). 
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Bereavement 
Freud's notion of "grief work", identified and expanded 
by Lindemann, is considered the genesis of bereavement 
study. All grief explanation builds from Freud's "Mourning 
and Melancholia" (1915) and subsequently Lindemann's primary 
work (1944). Freud differentiated between grief work, which 
is based on memory, and worry work, which is based on 
anticipation. He observed that the bereaved acted as if the 
lost person were still recoverable and worried about the 
loss by going over it in their minds (Parkes and Weiss 1983, 
75). 
Bowlby believed Freud's premise of mourning as 
identification with the lost person (Bowlby 1980, 130). He 
quoted Freud's position that mourning has a quite precise 
psychical task to perform, that of the survivor's detaching 
memories and hopes from the dead (Bowlby 1980, 100). 
Parkes and Weiss cite Freud when they isolate the conflicted 
nature of the libido's withdrawal for the loved object 
(1983, 2). Grief as initially understood by Freud was a 
conflict between realization of the loss and a desire to 
retain the loss object. Freud made a distinction between 
the course of mourning and the experience of melancholia 
(1983, 2). This clearly established a basis for 
distinguishing between normal and pathological grief. 
Lindemann observed acute grief suffers in his pivotal 
study on the Coconut Grove Nightclub fire in Boston. His 
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article "The Symptomatology and Management of Acute Grief" 
(1944) expanded Freud's notion of grief work to define a 
specific syndrome with its psychological and somatic 
symptomatology. Its stages are the following: (1) 
emancipation from bondage to the deceased; (2) readjusting 
to the environment in which the deceased is missing; and (3) 
formation of new relationships (Lindemann 1979, 63). He 
normalized acute grief experience distinguishing, defining 
behaviors common to the bereaved. He also tracked the 
course of acute grief, which onset may be delayed or muted. 
Worden indicates Lindemann identified pathognomic 
characteristics of normal or acute grief as follows: (1) 
somatic or bodily distress; (2) preoccupation with the image 
of the deceased; (3) guilt relating to the deceased or 
circumstances of death; (4) hostile reactions; (5) inability 
to function as one had before the loss (Worden 1982, 19). 
Associated with his medical training, Lindemann 
infiltrates.his work with physical symptomatology which co-
occurs with grief distress. He describes readjustment as a 
discrete task which must be done subsequent to the reaction 
to loss (Lindemann 1979, 74). Readjustment is a critical 
transition step from painful loss to life continuation. 
Always the clinician, he concerns himself with the 
prevention of pathology. He focuses throughout his works 
upon disruption of the grieving process and models of 
successful grief recovery. 
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His model of recovery involves mastering the abnormal 
state of grief including accepting the painful emotions, 
actively reviewing variety of events shared with the lost 
person, and gradually testing new patterns of interaction 
and role relationships (Lindemann 1979, 170). Successful 
grieving becomes the paradigm for successful coping with any 
sort of change (Lindemann 1979, 187). 
Lindemann sees grieving as a constructive process which 
deals with a significant transition from one combination of 
roles and actions to another (1976, 198). A resurrection of 
sorts occurs in terms of the functions which the deceased 
person performed in the lives of survivors (Lindemann 1976, 
198). Grief work is the review, scrutiny, and rearrangement 
of the now deceased person's life so that the unique fit of 
the seemingly irreplaceable lost person is now replaced by 
people who meaningfully participate in the survivor's life. 
The initial search by survivors results in, first, 
allocation of the deceased's functions in the remaining 
network of people. Second, some activities of the deceased 
are internalized by the survivor. Third, the survivor 
grieves the discrepancy between the former image of the 
future and the present shifted future (Lindemann 1976, 198). 
The person is not completely absent because something is 
left in the system. Lindemann highlights grief 
symptomatology and adjustment dynamics required for the 
person to live the remainder of his/her days. 
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Elizabeth Kubler-Ross brought into public awareness the 
dynamics of the terminally ill (Kubler-Ross 1975). As Freud 
and Lindemann did, she ventured into an infrequently 
traveled human experience. Commonly ignored, the terminally 
ill needed an advocate to humanize their inevitable 
experience. She brought the end stage of life to a larger 
audience. She identified five progressive stages to 
terminal illness which are denial, anger, bargaining, 
depression and acceptance (Kubler-Ross 1969). Although her 
stages have been debated and largely disputed as a stage 
theory, Kubler-Ross scaled walls of silence which isolated 
terminally ill people. She sought to normalize death's 
dynamics for a culture which eschews the obvious. 
John Bowlby, like Freud and Lindemann, utilized 
empirical observation and research to understand human 
attachment and the effects of loss (Bowlby 1980, 8). This 
represents a paradigm shift by theorizing a context for loss 
experience. Bowlby's three volume work on~ 
戸 culminat~d with extensive discussion of loss as an 
inevitable consequence of attachment. The mourner's urge to 
recover the lost person find its foundation in attachment 
behavior (Bowlby 1980, iii). Grief and mourning are 
defensive responses to anxiety and loss. Bowlby's theory is 
generalizable to a variety of mourning situations. He 
addresses false assumptions such as the necessity of guilt 
in grief and that disbelief in loss is pathological. 
Grief response for Bowlby finds its source in initial 
responses to separation of the infant from the mother 
(Bowlby 1980, 9). Grief is both protest and effort to 
recover the loss. Searching for the missing mother is the 
worthy task of the separated infant as this orientation to 
the lost mother persists. Ambivalence toward the departed 
person develops between a desire to be together again and 
hostility about the departure. 
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Mourning in adulthood takes on the following features: 
unconscious yearning for the lost person, unconscious 
reproach against the lost person, compulsive caring for 
other persons, and persistent disbelief that the loss is 
permanent (1980, 15). Grief is an overt display of loss. 
According to analytic theory, mourning is an effort to bring 
one's internal world in synchrony with the external loss. 
Bowlby noticed little attention had been paid to normal 
mourning until 1960 (1980, 24). Therefore he further 
developed dyna_mics of common mourning. Freud focused on 
grief as identification with the deceased. Bowlby observes 
the persistent effort to recover the lost person as primary. 
Common features include anger, detachment, rejection of 
reality and intense desire for reunion with deceased. 
Bowlby "rearranges the theoretical template" by combining 
psychoanalytic theory with ethology and control theory 
(1980, 38). 
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Attachment theory is derived from homeostatic model in 
which need requires a response. Action is elicited to 
return the person's disequilibrium to an equilibrated state. 
One's response to loss is related to a lifetime of loss 
reactions to attachment figures (Bowlby 1980, 76). 
Bowlby's unique contribution includes his phases of 
mourning. Imprecise time periods they describe general 
grief response: numbing, searching for lost figure, 
disorganization and despair, and a more or less degree of 
reorganization (Bowlby 1980, 85). The numbing represents a 
stunned inability to accept the news of the loss. Searching 
for the lost person is marked by anger, intense pining and 
spasms of distress. This phase resembles, according to 
Bowlby, the child's initial protest at losing mother along 
with efforts to recover her. Loneliness is the observable 
feature of the disorganization and despair phase. 
Bowlby finds reorganization occurs in meaningful 
activity or in the confines of a mutually committed 
relationship. Especially for widows, which was a main study 
group for him, did he find the detachment/reattachment 
process risky and possessing potential for irresolution. 
Bowlby marks three anthropological functions of 
funerals: 1) aids the bereaved with their uncertainty by 
bringing home the fact that loss has occurred; 2) allows 
other members of the community to take public note of their 
loss; 3) reciprocal complex interchange between the bereaved 
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family and groups (Bowlby 1980, 127). He also observes that 
culture maintains norms for channeling the psychological 
response of individual's grief response. In some degree 
these responses are ritualized in features such as: 
continuity of the relationship to the deceased, the 
expression of anger and mourning duration (1980, 128, 190). 
He also identified mourning variants which result in 
chronic mourning. When numbing is prolonged it delays the 
person's facing the reality of loss. Distorted versions of 
searching and disorganization prolong the loss. 
Reorganization is deferred until these maladjustments are 
resolved. Sudden death usually predicts an unfavorable 
recovery course (Bowlby 1980, 149,180). Massive initial 
shock jars the system creating greater emotional 
disturbance. 
Bowlby's research allowed him to formulate conditions 
affecting the course of mourning. Those variables include: 
the identity and role of the person lost; the age and sex of 
the bereaved person; cause and circumstances of the loss; 
social and psychological circumstances affecting the 
bereaved; and personality of bereaved regarding the capacity 
for making love relationships and responding to stressful 
situations (Bowlby 1980, 172). 
Bowlby's work constituted a major theoretical shift in 
understanding grief response. He detailed particular facets 
of grief in specific population groups. He charted normal 
and pathological grief experience to further develop our 
structural understandings of bereavement. 
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Efforts to relate his work to grief therapeutic 
interventions has extended his work. Leich and Davidson-
Nielsen reiterate the need for affinity and attachment 
before any loss may occur. They view part of mourners' 
behavior as an effort to make contact or hold on to the 
deceased. Weeping for instance may be a way of summoning 
the deceased (Leich and Davidson 1991, 10). Grieving 
conjures up infantile helplessness which causes regression, 
despair and a sense of chaos. These are normative responses 
to loss. They view that pathological grief develops due to 
attachment problems (Leich and Davidson 1991, 14). They 
utilize therapy methods which arise from Bowlby's 
theoretical principles such as strategies for saying 
farewell. Their goal is to enter the grief, feel the loss 
and at the same time enable the person to be in the other's 
presence. In assisting persons to venture into the new, 
these therapists have found: "In our grief at what we risk 
losing lies the germ of joy at what we have. Though grief 
at what we have lost develops our hope for what we may have 
in the future" (Leich and Davidson 1991, 166). 
Colin Murray Parkes undertook research projects on both 
sides of the Atlantic Ocean in London and Harvard in Boston 
to more fully develop our understandings of grief in adults. 
He focused on widows to document their bereavement process. 
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Later he collaborated with Robert Weiss to outline 
bereavement recovery. He assimilated the theoretical work 
of Freud, Erikson, Bowlby, and Lindemann as the basis for 
his work. He begins where the love tie is severed at which 
an emotional and behavioral train is set in motion which we 
call grief (Parkes 1972, xi). He uniquely observes the 
grief experience as the cost of commitment that in any 
bereavement what is lost is seldom cheap (1972,7). Its 
primary symptom is a reactive depression, but also often 
accompanied by separation anxiety. Loss by death is the 
most severe psychological trauma suffered by most people 
(Parkes and Weiss 1983, ix). 
Parkes differentiates between grief and loneliness as 
related to loss versus deprivation. He retraces the 
physical symptoms outlined by Lindemann. He describes the 
ensuing anger and irritability which is a response to the 
world becoming more aggressive. 
Parkes draws attention in great detail to the searching 
behavior by the bereaved for the lost person. The searching 
fills the gap between the person and the loss object. This 
goal-directed behavior protests the loss and possibly may 
locate the lost person. 
For Parkes the grief work has special character and 
work to accomplish. He writes: 
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At_such ~ time there is a conscious need to get it right 
a~d getting_it right is not just a matter of-recalling 
the traumatic event correctly; it includes the need to 
m~ke _sense of what has happened, to explain it, to 
clarify it along with other comparable-events,.to make it 
fit into one's expectations of the world (Parkes 1972, 
75). 
Attempts to make sense of what has happened would seem to be 
one way of restoring some pattern to life. To make sense of 
the loss is to fit it into the person's assumptive world or 
modify those assumptions (1972, 77). When bereavement 
shakes confidence in life, looking for reasons for the 
catastrophe will somehow bring order out of chaos and 
restore faith in the meaning of life (Parkes 1972, 84). 
This "making sense" function augers throughout Parkes'view 
of the bereavement process. 
Parkes finds the bereaved identification with the lost 
person one way to get that person back. Another way to 
connect with the lost one is to take over those roles 
vacated. He also indicates the timeliness of loss as a 
factor affecting bereavement reaction in which the 
unexplainability of the loss is complicated and reduces 
resolution. . Later life may be dominated by absence and 
social withdraw (Parkes & Weiss 1983, 192). 
Regarding preparedness to respond to bereavement, 
Parkes cites Gorer who indicates that the decline in formal 
religious belief and ritual has itself removed an important 
form of guidance for the bereaved (Parkes 1972, 140). These 
forms "guide mourning" in such a way that their absence 
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means impaired bereavement (Parkes & Weiss 1983, 16). 
Lacking religious faith people are unable to take advantage 
of traditional mourning rituals which might have given 
social support to the expression of despair (Parkes & Weiss 
1983, 142). In his London study, belief in God and their 
faith helped widows with the grief adjustments. Parkes 
observed that those whose religious beliefs helped them to 
place the bereavement in a meaningful perspective coped 
better than those who had no such faith (Parkes & Weiss 
1983, 158). Certain beliefs were contradicted by the loss. 
Untimely death does not square well with God as protecting, 
loving Father. The possibility of reunion in the future did 
not help the widow tolerate the husband's absence now. 
Belief systems which explain death, rituals which give 
social support, and social customs determining roles for the 
bereaved, facilitate bereavement resolution. When churches 
teach that death is not a finality but a transition or that 
love is eternal, then bereavement is made easier (Parkes & 
Weiss 1983, 118). But as Parkes notes, "It is not enough to 
prescribe a ritual, faith is also necessary" (Parkes & Weiss 
19 8 3, 172, 15 9). He al so observes grieving widows needed 
"rites de passage", using vanGennep's term, a turning point 
to cease grieving letting them free from the dead. 
Parkes and Weiss collaboratively agreed that grief is 
more enduring and disruptive than Lindemann first credited 
(Parkes and Weiss 1983, 13). Complicating factors for grief 
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resolution are what discourages expression of grief and its 
ending. Multiple losses, lack of support in long term 
relationships, dependency, and unanticipated loss are among 
those influences. A continuous relationship with the 
deceased is reformulated in bereavement to maintain security 
(Parkes & Weiss 1983, 155). Parkes & Weiss conclude that 
the recovery process means the loss is accepted 
intellectually and emotionally. The bereaved's model of the 
world has changed, but since we must continue to feel the 
world makes sense, we must account for how the loss happened 
(Parkes & Weiss 1983, 156). 
Robert Jay Lifton in his study of Hiroshima survivors 
observes that survivors experience a jarring awareness of 
the fact of death. It is powerful enough to shatter the 
illusion of personal invulnerability which people tend to 
hold in both ordinary and dangerous situations (1967, 481). 
He isolates "psychic numbing", which is affective 
anesthesia. Lifton indicates it is much like a physical 
process which originates in the body to protect itself from 
noxious stimuli (Parkes & Weiss 1983, 503). Psychic numbing 
is a form of symbolic death which becomes a pathological 
grief reaction when meaningful mourning rituals decrease. 
Psychic numbing is necessary to the resolution of the 
mourning process because it prevents a person becoming 
overwhelmed by death anxiety (Parkes & Weiss 1983, 510). 
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Lifton also observes the value of forming a survivor 
identity as opposed to being a victim of loss. Deriving 
strength from the sense of being part of the force 
controlling life and death, offers a power over death. He 
cites Elie Wiesel's image of "the eternal survivor wandering 
through the eerie terrain of death in life" (Parkes & Wiess 
1983, 522). The survivor overcomes unmanageable death 
anxiety and is not overwhelmed by psychic numbing. The 
survivor's effort to reactivate within himself or herself 
old and profound feelings of love, nurturance and harmony in 
order to be able to apply these feelings leads to a new 
formulation of life beyond the death immersion (Parkes & 
Weiss 1983, 534). Formulation is bound up with mastery of 
survivor skills. Kastenbaum relates object loss in the 
form of death to alienation from God. Loss tends to 
increase fear of future loss. Lack of a belief system 
increases feeling of despair, hopelessness and loss of 
power. Kastenbaum builds on Frankl's search for meaning as 
the encompassing life d rive (Kastenbaum 1972, 266). Belief 
systems habilitate one during loss by clearly defining 
central meaning or purpose in life. Loss triggers a crisis 
which requires mastery in order to move beyond. 
William Worden developed a comprehensive handbook on 
theories of grief and intervention applications. He expands 
our knowledge about particular details of grieving. He 
contrasts grief counseling and grief therapy differentiating 
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between uncomplicated and complicated grief which require 
different levels of intervention. He maintains that 
attachment and loss are more than biological drives as held 
by Parkes and Bowlby (Worden 1982, 7). Although primitive 
separation/attachment processes are seen in animals, he 
contends humans possess unique human grief responses of 
attempting to regain the lost love object and belief in 
afterlife where we will be rejoined with the loved one. It 
is difficult to believe his characterization of their 
theories is accurate. Their view may appropriately be named 
a homeostatic model without being biological in nature. 
Worden's unique contribution is the four tasks of 
mourning. Whereas Parkes and Bowlby promote passive phases 
through which the bereaved pass, Worden's tasks are active 
goals the griever focuses to accomplish. These "tasks" 
frame the bereavement process for both the bereaved and the 
helper. Building on the work of Parkes and Bowlby, he 
articulates successful bereavement passage as the following: 
1) accept the reality of the loss; 2) experience the pain of 
grief; 3) adjust to an environment in which the deceased is 
missing; and 4) withdraw emotional energy and reinvest it in 
another relationship (Worden 1982, 11). 
Worden identifies the onset of the hospice movement 
influencing the increased focused attention on bereavement 
(Worden 1982, 26). He highlights the facilitative effects 
of the funeral as: 1) makes real the fact of the loss; 2) an 
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opportunity to express thoughts and feelings about the 
deceased; 3) reflection on the life of the departed; and 4) 
drawing upon the social support network (1982, 50). 
Worden goes on to extensively describe intervention 
strategies for grief therapy. He reviews various 
complicated grief scenarios such as sudden death, sudden 
infant death, miscarriage, abortion and terminal illness. 
How these scenarios lead to complicated grief is discussed 
along with recommended therapy help. 
Worden concurs with Parkes regarding the relative 
difficulty to work through sudden death as opposed to when 
some warning is present. Survivors are left with a sense of 
unreality about the loss. Guilt is heightened triggering a 
strong need to blame. Involving legal authorities in 
litigation only prolongs grief effects. Survivors' 
helplessness provokes rage, agitation and the regrets of 
unfinished business which means bereavement is a hazardous 
road to travel. 
Walsh and McGoldrick look at loss from a family systems 
perspective (Walsh and McGoldrick 1991). The "loss" is 
introduced into the system. Family processes are crucial 
determinants of healthy or dysfunctional adaptation to loss. 
These processes maintain family equilibrium which is 
disrupted by death or threatened loss. The family system is 
the context in which the individual is understood. 
According to Walsh and McGoldrick, seeing death as normal in 
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the life cycle requires adaptational challenges for the 
individuals involved and the family system itself (Walsh and 
McGoldrick 1991, xiii). Patterns of family organization, 
communication, and belief systems are the most cFucial 
mediating variables in adaptation to loss (Walsh and 
McGoldrick 1991, 16). Assisting the bereaved to move 
forward at this life cycle transition is the goal. They 
give high regard to beliefs about death and meanings 
surrounding a particular loss as grievers attempt to make 
sense of their loss. 
They observe how commonly relied upon elaborate forms 
of ceremony and ritual in other cultures have been lost to 
our culture by secularization, urbanization and deceptive 
emphasis on rationality (Walsh and McGoldrick 1991, 94). As 
we minimize expression and all rituals for dealing with 
death, personal meaning of death is minimized and we are 
left increasingly with unresolved loss (1991, 178). 
Miles and Crandall studied bereaved parents and the 
effects of a search for meaning on the bereavement process. 
They observed the search for meaning as one of four areas of 
grief work. Also included are expressing feelings, working 
and doing daily activities and review of memories of the 
deceased (Miles and Crandell 1983, 123). Since a child's 
death is out of normal life cycle sequence, a person's sense 
of immortality is assaulted. The suddenness of the loss 
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also adds to the possibility of complication to grief 
resolution. 
The deritualization of America has left us with less 
support and direction in the time of change. Death has 
become very remote in America. The funeral acts as rite of 
passage from separation to transition and to incorporation 
(Miles and Crandell 1983, 178). The funeral provides 
benefits psychologically in the recollection of the 
deceased, socially in the presence of support community and 
spiritually by giving a context of meaning. They posit that 
the funeral counteracts the centrifugal forces of fear, 
dismay and demoralization, culminating as a means of 
reintegration (1983, 184). 
Therese Rando (1984) even more extensively relates 
bereavement theory to clinical practice. She builds on the 
theories of Bowlby, Parkes, Lindemann, and Worden 
integrating into her thorough account helpful perspectives 
on working with the variety of grieving populations. Rando 
descriptively articulates the subjective experience of 
grievers in situations such as: SIDS death, miscarriage, 
anticipation ・grief from cancer, child's loss of a parent, 
and secondary losses. Rando draws from Bowlby's recovery 
phases, Parkes'searching for the lost person, Lindemann's 
account of somatic distress concurrent with grief, Worden's 
grief tasks and Parkes and Weiss'shift in the person's 
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assumptive world when death occurs as she weaves a clinical 
perspective on working with the bereaved. 
Rando makes interesting observations regarding the 
psychological acceptability of death. The factors are its 
timeliness and preventability. Sudden loss, whether by 
accident, suicide or illness, most often carries with it 
untimeliness and preventability which increase the distress. 
She states that 
[i]t is not that anticipatory grief lessens the grief, 
but that unexpected loss overwhelms people and so 
severely reduces their functioning that recovery becomes 
very difficult (1984, 52). 
The result is that those bereaved from unanticipated losses 
require repeated opportunities to talk through the 
implications of their loss and to react emotionally (1984, 
85). She believes the need to make sense of their loss and 
establish order out of the chaos reduces the feeling of 
being overwhelmed. These are important outcomes for grief 
resolution. Weak social support inhibits the grieving 
process resulting in pathological outcome (1984, 66). 
Rando uniquely draws attention to a loss dynamic one 
would call "continuity." She observes that often unresolved 
grief is a person's fear of giving up his/her pain since it 
binds the surviving person close to the deceased (1984, 66). 
She suggests the grief counselor address openly how the 
bereaved keeps the deceased alive (1984, 94, 102). Memory 
review, for instance, maintains the person with the 
deceased. While some believe this to be a form of denial, 
Rando finds this function integral to developing belief 
systems and discovering sense of meaning. Eventually the 
desired outcome is to relinquish the pain but not the 
deceased's memory. She encourages dialogues with the 
deceased "as part of the grieving process and long-term 
meaningful remembering of the lost person" (1984, 113). 
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The role of beliefs, values and meaning of life, death 
and afterlife are given more than the cursory categorical 
reference. She explicitly values the role of what she calls 
"religious/philosophical training" (1984, 45). She 
dismantles aspects of religious experience in order to 
understand their role in grief reaction. 
If we fail to appreciate these significant influences on 
an individual's grief response, we run the risk of 
misunderstanding the experience of the griever and 
incorrectly assess the grief response itself (1984). 
She understands spiritual beliefs may offer the expectations 
of afterlife, expiation of guilt, and meaning to help the 
mourner live with the loss. Prayer is understood as 
continuing relationship with God to mitigate the sense of 
loss. Rituals can offer a level of meaning and structure to 
individual response. She reinforces the function of "making 
sense of their loss" by grievers. This brings order to 
their lives so they feel less overwhelmed and are able to 
move along in their grief process. Finding meaning assists 
personal replenishment and counteracts the loss (1984, 
94,99,105). 
Biblical _and'I'heo_lo~tion 
Meaning of the Physical Self 
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This project thesis began its life conceptually as a 
theological question of the status of the physical body in 
the afterlife. When the suggested subtitle for this project 
"Can You Really Get to Heaven Without Your Eyes?" was asked 
informally among family, friends, acquaintances, clergy 
coll,eagues, and parishioners, the response struck a resonant 
tone in those who were questioned. Although they rarely 
asked this question of themselves, their need to know was 
captured by its relevancy. 
It will be beneficial to historically set the stage 
regarding our understandings of the body in relation to the 
human spirit. According to the viewpoint of Orpheus, a 
Greek philosopher of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., the 
soul is more pure than the body. Characteristically it is 
ascetic, aesthetic and intellectual, housed in the body, yet 
part of a higher spiritual realm. The body was considered 
to be bad, the repository of appetites and pleasures which 
must be suppressed. The "soma doctrine" developed which 
emphasized that the body is the prison of the soul (Owen 
1954, 36). 
Plato, in the next century, supported and extended the 
Orphic principle into the immortality of the soul. Plato 
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held, "The nearest approach to ultimate knowledge is when r 
have the least possible to do with my body" (Owen 1954, 39). 
In the end, the soul will return to the divine and heavenly 
realm absorbed into pure reason, shed of the body. 
Aristotle rejected Plato's radical dualism holding that 
the person is a unified substance in which the soul and body 
are not two different things, but simply the form and matter 
of the same single substance. Yet Owen observes Aristotle 
still succumbed to dualism (Owen 1954, 42). Owen goes on to 
state that 
[t]he Biblical ideas (of body and spirit) are in 
t~~l!lselves.essentially different and remain in an uneasy 
alliance with the Greek partners that are forced upon 
them (OWen 1954, 44). 
Religious writings from other cultures at that same 
time reflect a similar antiphysical bias. The Upanishads, 
Hindu writings of the eighth to fifth centuries B.C., 
indicate "the soul of man is still considered the spark of 
the divine" (Owen 1954, 46). The familiar dualistic 
doctrines of divinity of the soul, hostility to the body, 
and future expectations of disembodied blessedness in union 
with the absolute power occur in Hindu belief. Buddha, who 
was raised as a Hindu, viewed matter as bad and ultimately 
unreal. A force holds together parts of the individual 
which survive death and reconstitute in successive 
reincarnations. 
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The Church Fathers refused to denigrate the body and 
physical world in general. They have been influenced by the 
Old Testament doctrine of the creation of the physical 
universe by God and the New Testament insistence on the 
resurrection of the body (OWen 1954, 52). The Church 
Fathers maintain a high view of the body when compared with 
contemporary Greeks. Justin Martyr wrote: "The flesh is a 
precarious possession formed by God... but in truth God has 
even called the flesh to resurrection and promises to it 
everlasting life." Irenaeus observed, "The whole physical 
order has a place in God's ultimate purposes (OWen 1954, 
53)." The Church Fathers refused to identify the body as 
the source of sin. "Sin is willful disobedience to the 
divine law", Tertullian emphasized. Finally, Augustine 
maintained: "The assumption of the body is not the cause, 
but the punishment of sin... God has called us to life and 
resurrection, not in part, but the whole, which is the body 
and soul (OWen 1954, 55,56,58)." For the Church Fathers, 
the resurrected body is the same body as the present one, 
though glorified and transfigured. 
The disembodied existence of the soul conflicts with 
the biblical notion of the bodily resurrection. The 
disembodied soul awaits restoration of its body in the 
consummation of all things at the end. Augustine advanced 
the notion of a rational soul using a mortal and earthly 
body (Owen 1954, 61). The soul apart from the body during 
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an intermediate state gave rise to the idea of purgatory 
(Owen 1954, 61). While supporting the units of the whole, 
body and soul diverged in their function. The Church 
Fathers flirted with Greek dualism's separation while 
attempting to maintain a holistic Hebrew view of the human. 
Medival thought represented by Aquinas reinforced 
Aristotelian tripartite body, soul and mind as a unity of 
inseparable parts. He criticized Plato and Augustine's 
split off dualism. 
The Protestant Reformers adopted a neoplatonic view of 
a differently derived dualism. Luther believed in body and 
soul which were sinful and unregenerate with the possibility 
of being justified and redeemed. Calvin's work marks a 
shift in emphasis from the love of God to the omnipotent 
will of God. Calvin's rigorous moralism moved Christian 
life which was an expression of gratitude for God's 
forgiving love to a matter of rigid and unquestioning 
obedience to the will of God (Owen 1954, 74). The 
immortality of the soul is a pervasively strong Greek idea 
which persisted through the reformers. The soul was 
incorruptible and immortal while the body was perishable and 
earthly. 
The Renaissance drove the wedge between body and soul 
even further. Writers during this time propounded the 
rational soul's freedom from the body as the "maker and 
molder of thyself" (Owen 1954, 79). Rationality and anatomy 
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make the person the master of nature. Modern scientific 
inquiry renders the physical universe as a set of operations 
fashioned as a great machine. Therefore human thought and 
behavior are actually the products, like everything else, of 
matter and mechanical laws that govern them (Owen 1954, 82). 
Descartes attempts to account for the soul by ascribing 
the "human as a machine molded by the hands of God" (Owen 
1954, 84). He believed the soul is not in every living part 
of the body, but exists separately from the body. Owen 
correctly observes that 
[t]he great misfortune was that the Christian conviction 
of man's freedom and spiritual dignity becomes bound up 
with dualism and libertarianism. While the attack on 
these doctrines has carried on chiefly by an 
oversimplified materialism that altogether denied the 
spirit and freedom of the person (Owen 1954, 88). 
Kant furthers the separation when he notes that selfhood is 
a status of being rather than part of nature. Science has 
taught us to look at the person as a unified psychosomatic 
organism (Owen 1954, 98). Freud showed how to explain away 
factors which make up the individual's character and 
personality according to psychoanalytic theory. Drives and 
psychosexual development become the basis for personality 
and behavior. 
Scientific materialism asserts the finality of death 
and absolute determinism. Marx and Hobbes held that 
consciousness and thought all reflect matter which takes 
priority over mind. The attack on the human spirit results 
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in the individual as a more or less helpless product of 
physical behavior, psychological (Freud) and sociological 
(Marx) forces. Owen believes the scientific evidence has 
mistakenly concluded that the human is material, determined 
and relative (Owen 1954, 135). He goes on to emphasize that 
special abilities of the human are functions of the whole 
organism and organized in a definite way. Human ability to 
transcend nature refutes that we are just material (Owen, 
140). Human freedom resides in the capacity to know the 
operations of the material factors and use them for 
deliberate purposes (OWen, 144). All the material factors 
are organized in a special way so as to produce a unique 
kind of object -one with self-consciousness. The human is 
an "I" not an it (OWen, 150). 
In spite of the theological flirtation with Greek 
dualism which eventually invalidates the Spirit, leaving a 
one-level materialism, biblical theology continues to assert 
a higher view of humanity than mere machine. 
Ambiguity persists associated with religious attitudes 
regarding the body. After death, will there be a bodily 
resurrection? Or does the soul take precedence while 
remaining immortal? 
In Christ's day, several views of death had emerged 
within Judaism. The Sadducees identified death with 
personal extinction; the Pharisees anticipated a kind of 
bodily resurrection and the Essenes believed in the 
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immortality of the soul (Hewitt, 118). Judaism's leadership 
differed among the following beliefs: literal bodily 
resurrection, the predominance of the soul in the afterlife, 
and personal non-existence after death. These differences 
are reflected in essential theological divergence today. 
Their roots are in the Greek dualism of human nature as body 
and soul or Aristotelian tripartite body, soul and mind 
(OWen, 42). However, splitting the human into parts is 
foreign to Hebrew understandings as observed that no 
distinctive word for "body" exists in Hebrew. It is not 
needed because no separate soul and body are distinguished 
(Brown, 457). The body is the whole person. As J.A.T. 
Robinson wrote, "We do not have bodies, we are bodies. We 
are flesh -animated -by soul, the whole conceived as a 
psychophysical unity (Brown, 457)." This question of the 
nature of humankind is interwoven with the theme of the 
body's role in the afterlife. For a God capable of 
transcending the physical by sending Jesus Christ, who was 
at the same time fully human and fully divine, human form in 
the afterlife would pose no problem. 
Yet the degree of literalness regarding the 
resurrection of the body in the afterlife creates at least a 
lingering concern over the body's necessity to be intact. 
If death is extinction, the body's form does not matter. If 
the soul predominates the realm of existence to the 
subordination and dismissal of the body, then bodily form 
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discussion is moot. However, if we anticipate a kind of 
bodily resurrection, then organ donation becomes a relevant 
issue. 
In the Old Testament, Job contemplated waiting in Sheol 
until God's wrath was past, and he would live again after 
release (Job 14:7-15). Despite his difficulties, Job 
anticipates immortality in some bodily form (Job 19:25-27). 
Psalms 73:17; 49:14-15 and Isaiah 53:10 similarly look 
forward to suffering relief by the hope of life with God 
beyond Sheol. Isaiah 25:6-8; 26:19ff and Daniel 12:1-4 
anticipate the return of men in bodily form to share 
Israel's glory. By the first century most Jews held to 
general resurrection. 
In the New Testament, Jesus'own resurrection is the 
key event in Christian history and essential in 
Christianity. The New Testament anthropology is in the 
Hebrew tradition of unity, rather than the Greek 
partitioning of humanity. Therefore, the New Testament does 
not teach the immortality of the separated soul (Owen 1954, 
196). The empty tomb creates a new basis for resurrection 
hope (Romans 8:11; I Corinthians 6:14; 15:20; II Corinthians 
4:14). The resurrected body is a spiritual body in contrast 
to the physical body it had been (I Corinthians 15:44). 
Christ's resurrected body bore similarities to his physical 
body in that he breathed (John 20:22), ate (Luke 24:42-43) 
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and was recognizable (John 20:27-29). Yet his new spiritual 
body was different from before as it was not always 
recognizable (Luke 24:16-31; John 20:14, 21:4), walked 
through walls and doors (John 20:19, 26; Luke 24:36) and 
rapidly traveled great distances (Matthew 28:7-10). During 
his ministry, Jesus at one point argued for immortality 
while assuming resurrection (Mark 12:18ff). Those who die 
shall rise from the dead, living in the form similar to an 
angel. 
Paul contrasted the pre-resurrection and post-
resurrection body (I Corinthians 15:42-44). With both being 
physical and material, the post-resurrection body resembles 
a transformed version of the former. Paul asserts that God 
will provide the risen soul with a new body, glorious, 
incorruptible and immortal (I Thessalonians 4:16-17). The 
key words "we shall be changed" imply continuity and 
difference (I Corinthians 15:51). As grain disintegrates, 
so that a totally new body may emerge, likewise so human 
bodies disintegrate that the ending life may organize new 
embodiment while retaining identity (Schweizer 1992, 406). 
Paul expected this transformation at the second coming of 
Christ, not the person's death (I Thessalonians 4:14-17; I 
Corinthians 15:23,51). He supported an intermediate state, 
which is still not final glory (Philippians 1:23; Acts 
7:60). Paul believes that the physical resurrection is the 
consummation of the creation process (I Corinthians 15:12-
20). Christ did not remain dead, so neither shall human 
creation. White concludes 
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essentially, Christians believe that God who called us 
into being and into fellowship can sustain all persons 
under eternal conditions, incomplete and enriched 
humanity, in such bodily garment as eternal life requires 
(Schweizer 1992, 408). 
Christian eschatology is grounded in the Christ event, 
especially in his resurrection. Since Christ is the ground 
of our hopes (Schweizer 1992, 40)、theresurrection has 
immense implications for our present life (Schwarz 1992, 
159). "As Christ was raised from the dead, we too might 
walk in newness of life" (Romans 6:4). Christians are 
enabled to participate in Christ's death and resurrection, 
making them members of the Christian Community and therefore 
new creatures in the benefits attained through that death 
and resurrection. The present life will not continue 
forever. The Church foreshadows a new world order in which 
justice and peace will be available for all creation. 
When the Christian community gathers for the 
Eucharistic meal, all distinction of rank and class 
disappear. The words of institution, "Do This in 
Remembrance of Me", signify we are to remember Christ's 
sacrifce and realize the completion of the Kingdom. 
Communion symbolizes the redemptive act Christ made for 
humankind. Instituted at the Passover meal, Jesus takes 
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bread and declares, "This is my body" (Matthew 26:26; Mark 
14:22; Luke 22:19 and I Corinthians 11:24). The doctrine of 
transubstantiation insists, in the strictest of literal 
terms, that the elements are changed into the body and blood 
of Christ. His blood was poured for the forgiveness of 
sins, which the cup represented. It was a new covenant 
between God and the people. Christ gave the bread and cup 
to his disciples as a gift. They were invited to eat and 
drink these elements. Ingesting these elements made them a 
part of themselves. The disciples were invited to 
incorporate one body into another. As the substitutionary 
sacrifice for all humankind, whenever we repeat the 
communion meal we find an infusion of grace, life flows in a 
physical and spiritual sense by ingesting the common 
substances. Repeating the communion meal in remembrance of 
Christ, we maintain a continuity with God's redemptive work, 
with Christ's sacrificial gift and with the others gathered 
in the community of believers. 
Most faithful groups either support organ/tissue 
donation or find it acceptable as a personal decision of 
their members. A few church bodies have explicitly endorsed 
organ donation as a morally valid act of charity. The 
Episcopal Church, Judaism, Lutheran Church -Missouri Synod, 
Roman Catholicism, and the United Methodist church have all 
















The other general stance held by nearly all remaining 
groups is a neutral one not prohibiting donation. While 
this may appear as a backhanded endorsement, it has some 
potency when enpowered by individual choice. In some 
cultures, the lack of prohibition carries weight. The 
Amish, Greek Orthodox Church, Unitarian Universalist, 
Buddhists, Christian Scientists, Hindu, Isalm, and even 
Jehovah's Witnesses have all been found to maintain this 
view. 
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The Roman Catholic Church stipulates certain criteria 
regarding organ transplantation and determination of death. 
Catholic health facilities operate under directives which 
state: 
(t]he transplantation of organs from living donors is 
morally permissible... provided the loss of such organs 
does not deprive the donor of life itself. Vital organs 
necessary to sustain life may not be removed until death 
has taken place. The determination of the time of death 
must be made in accordance with medical practice. To 
prevent any conflict of interest, the dying patient's 
doctor(s) should ordinarily be distinct from the 
transplant team (American Council on Transplantation 
1989, 18). 
The Gypsy faith is the only one found holding an 
explicit restriction regarding donation due to their beliefs 
about the afterlife. They hold that for one year after a 
person dies, the soul retraces its steps. All of the body 
parts must be intact because the soul maintains a physical 
shape. The gypsies do not have an exclusive religion, but 
share common folk beliefs that include the sanctity of a 
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deceased person's body (American Council on Transplantation 
1989, 12). The Greek Orthodox Church prohibits medical 
research or experimentation with the human body. Jehovah's 
Witnesses require that any organ for transplant be drained 
of blood. 
A few articles have appeared in transplantation 
journals linking scriptural principles to organ donation. 
Scorsone (1990) discusses the meaning of physical body as he 
clarifies the implications for organ donation and the 
afterlife. By understanding that the resurrection of Christ 
brought together the physical and spiritual reality of 
Christ in a new way, our own afterlife is better 
comprehended. Even the redeemed soul is in some sense not 
complete without some relationship to the body. As Paul 
puts it, "It is born a physical body, it is raised a 
spiritual body" (I Corinthians 15:44). The mechanics of 
that process which have not been observed are yet unknown. 
However, decomposition, amputation, transplantation... are 
not considered obstacles of God (Schwarz 1992, 943). The 
human body, then, including the cadaver, has a future 
significance related to the wholeness of the person. The 
person who has died will, through Christ, rise again. 
Responding to some Christians'hesitation to donate 
their bodies because of a belief in the resurrection, 
Walters finds no obstacle to donation since God is not 
limited by bodily hurt, injury, burial or cremation to 
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accomplishing purposes (Walters 1988, 513). Quoting from 
Augustine, she states that conditions of the human body 
after death do not subvert the resurrection. Laying down 
one's life for another is simply a final loan of our 
physical body to another in organ donation (John 15:12,13). 
She attempts to make a general Protestant statement, 
although not totally inclusive (Walters 1988, 513). 
Foundational beliefs center around life as a gift from God. 
However, it is not a gift without strings attached. 
Christian faith emphasizes not only the autonomy and value 
of each one's life, but the responsibility as well. Life is 
redefined as a loan rather than a gift. 
Jewish faith maintains strict rules regarding the 
mutilation of corpses and delaying burial. It is a matter 
of respect for the dead person's memory that these rules are 
carried out. The basic tenet of Judism is the supreme value 
of human life (Pearl 1990, 1369). Consequently, when there 
is an immediate chance to save a life, prohibitions relating 
to the dead are set aside (Pearl 1990, 1368). Being was a 
fourth year medical student when he wrote this, Pearl cited 
modern medicine's production of a literal interpretation of 
Ezekiel's words: "Get yourself a new heart... why should you 
die?" (Ezekiel 18:31). It seems Ezekiel's prophecy refers 
directly to organ transplantation: 
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And a_n~':'heart will I give you and a new spirit will I 
put within you, and I will take the stone heart out of 
your flesh and I will give you a heart of flesh (Ezekiel 
11:19 and 36:26). 
While likely a purely figurative and spiritual reference, it 
does vividly depict the present capabilities of organ 
transplantation. 
In Soul.aruL Bo_dy, Owen makes a point regarding the 
Hebrew concept of the unified nature of humanity as soul and 
body. He paraphrases Matthew 10:28: 
"F7ar not man who can only bring you physical 
existence to an end but cannot annihilate the 
essential self; but fear God who is able to 
destroy the whole man eternally (OWen 1954, 182).11 
Matthew's Gospel was written for primarily a Hebrew 
audience, so Owen was clarifying how that verse would have 
sounded to its hearers. 
Suffering and Meaning-Making 
Whether we are confronted by accounts of random 
tragedy, the cruel loss of a loved one or friend, or the 
consideration of our own demise, we are forced to the inner 
reaches of our coping resources (Hewitt 1992, 118). 
Abstractly considered, suffering poses few problems. 
However, when its randomness or pain are personalized, we 
are drawn into the larger questions of life/death and their 
meaning for us. The question of death's meaning is bound 
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inextricably to the question of life's meaning (Hewitt 1992, 
117). The hurt which accompanies suffering needs to be 
soothed. 
Soelle explores the topic of suffering and asks two 
questions: 1) What are the causes of suffering and how can 
these conditions be eliminated? and 2) What is the meaning 
of suffering and under what condition can it make us more 
human (Soelle 1975, 5)? For Soelle, the question of 
theodicy (How can God almighty permit evil happening to good 
people?) becomes one of anthropodicy (How long will we 
permit evil to happen... ?)(Soelle 1992, 466). She draws 
close association between the suffering of Christ and human 
suffering, 
how the man Jesus suffered means a strengthening, a 
presentation of human possibilities, a hope of humanizing 
even our suffering. Jesus'story is only understood and 
appropriated when its continuation is understood. Jesus 
suffers whenever people are tormented (Soelle 1975, 149). 
Soelle views God very actively involved in the suffering of 
humans. Even on the gallows in Auschwitz, God is at hand. 
God is on the side of the sufferer. "God is not in heaven"; 
she writes, "God is hanging on the cross" (Soelle 1975, 197, 
148). 
The cross of Christ symbolizes an understanding of 
human suffering in which humans may participate in God's 
pain that is love's pain (1992, 466). The deepest meaning 
of human suffering is to become heirs to God and fellow 
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heirs with Christ (1992, 466). When we ourselves are struck 
by affliction, then we can try to learn from the story of 
Jesus (1975, 164). In Christ we leave the technoristic 
illusion of a life free from suffering and join the option 
for justice, peace and the integrity of creator (1975, 466). 
Wuthnow, et al, have found that religion has been 
conceptualized in the theoretical literature as a source of 
subjective meaning (1980). Religion offers a framework that 
helps to make reality understandable. In modern religious 
studies, they hold that problems of suffering have occupied 
a central position in religious questioning, since they pose 
the believer with questions of meaningfulness of his or her 
existence (1980). As a religious problem, the problem of 
suffering is how to suffer. Religions attempt to make 
bereavement 11sufferable11 by locating it within a symbolic 
context, an interpretive framework in which suffering 
becomes understandable and bearable (1980, 410). When pain 
is personalized, our desire is to find support. The 
ambiguity of danger triggers a search for understanding. In 
this case "understanding" implies more than cognitive 
comprehension. It involves integrating religious 
perspectives within affective structures as well. 
Traditionally、Christianfaith has provided the hope of the 
resurrection for afterlife and a transcendent God in the 
form of the comforter for the present. Somehow the question 



















create a "clearing of understanding" within the "thicket of 
bereavement." 
Kegan describes ego development as the person's 
capacity to unify his experience and his action in an 
adaptive manner (1982, vii). This he calls the evolution of 
meaning. What a human organism organizes is meaning, not 
that a person makes meaning, but that the activity of being 
a person is the activity of meaning -making. The 
occasional inability to compose meaning we often experience 
as the loss of our own composure (Kegan 1982, 11). Kegan 
understands adjustment as the existential process of 
generating a new vision which shall serve as the context of 
a new commitment (1982,11). 
Frankl holds that "man's search for meaning is a 
primary force in life, not a secondary reference to 
instinctual d:tives (1963, 154). "What keeps us well?" he 
writes, "The meaning in our lives, especially meaning from 
suffering" (Gould 1993, xii). 
Fowler's pivotal study on faith development reveals how 
every life is progressingly centered about some fundamental 
set of meanings and values. Fowler presents a scheme of six 
stages that emerge in working out the meaning of our lives. 
He embraces Ernest Becker's phrase "man the meaning maker" 
to note the primary activity of faith as a search for an 












power sufficiently worthy to give our lives unity and 
meaning (Fowler 1981, 4). 
Fowler experiences our faith as that which "undergirds 
us when our live's space is punctured or collapses" (Fowler 
1981, xii). That humankind lives by meaning is that we are 
faced with finding or composing some kind of order, unity 
and coherence in the force fields of our lives (1981, 24). 
Meaning -making is an act of the imagination which unifies 
all our force fields. One force at work is the law of 
entropy in which there is no ultimate meaning or purpose 
beyond temporarily distracting diversion. The opposite of 
faith is not doubt. Rather, the opposite of faith is 
nihilism, the inabilit y to imagine any transcendent 
environment and despair about the possibility of even 
negative meaning (Fowler 1981, 31). Fowler summarizes that 
faith is a consequence of the universal human burden of 
finding or making meaning (1981, 33). The issue we are 
concerned with is how to put our lives together to make life 
worth living (1981, 5). 
This meaning -making process resembles Parkes' 
observation that bereavement requires a "gradual change in 
perception... a shift of the person's assumptive world" 
(Parkes, 1982). Cullinan (1993, 236) names "disrupted 
meaning" as the effect of trauma. The meaning making 
struggle stretches hurting people beyond their current hurt 
to another way of life (Kollar 1993, 162). Martin and Elder 
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(1993, 77) emphasize the importance of assigning meaning to 
transitions such as death. If the experience is ever to be 
a positive one, the person must eventually define the loss 
as a challenge and a change that can be managed. It is the 
re-definition of the event that propels people through grief 
pathways. 
Rando presents the concept that loss may precipitate a 
quest for meaning. Especially with unanticipated loss, the 
bereaved must make sense of their loss and bring order to 
their lives in order to diminish the feeling of being 
overwhelmed (Rando 1984, 85). 
Spiritual Practices and Religious Beliefs 
Bereavement is a process of restoration. Fowler writes 
that beliefs and practices support faith (1981, 10). Every 
culture provides its people with ceremonial patterns for 
meeting emotional crises. The major value of these rituals 
is that they make it possible for people to act out feelings 
that are too deep to put into words (Jackson 1971, 31). The 
more rituals people participate in the more readily and 
completely they returned to normal healthy behavior (1971, 
33). 
In vanGennep's ~, he outlines the three-
stage process which make major cultural rituals: separation, 
transition and incorporation (vanGennep, vii). Rites of 
passage restore equilibrium when changes in social 
interaction have occurred. With increased industrialization 
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and urbanization, we have seen a rise in secularization 
accompanied by the lessening importance of sacred 
ceremonialism (vanGennep, xvi). Life cycle transitions 
require appropriate ceremony as does passing from the 
profane to the sacred world (vanGennep, 1). 
The rite of incorporation involves formal entrance into 
a different group. Eating and drinking together involve 
incorporation such as the act of communion (vanGennep, 77). 
Transition periods mark the "stop, wait" function before 
incorporation. Death and resurrection precede incorporation 
in the group. Rites of arrival and leaving mark 
incorporation and separation such as physical and social 
puberty permit the adolescent to move from one group to 
another (vanGennep, 145). For some cultures funeral 
services are incorporation into the afterlife (vanGennep, 
157). 
Jackson indicates the funeral as one ritual which 
accomplishes_the following: 1) gives people a chance to act 
out their deep feelings in an atmosphere that accepts and 
understands; 2) provides a dignified and acceptable form for 
disposing the outward human form in keeping with religious 
and social practices familiar to the bereaved; 3) undergirds 
the death with an affirmation of faith in life and hope for 
victory over death to sustain the grieving; 4) should 
encourage healthful mourning process by confronting painful 










true feelings and accept group support; 5) provides the 
community with a fitting chance to express its support of 
the grief stricken and 6) offers all in the community a 
chance to face their own mortality (Jackson 1991, 32). 
Parkes affirms the value of traditional mourning 
rituals which elicit social support for the expression of 
despair (1972, 150). He cites Gorer's comments that the 
decline in formal religious ritual removes an important form 
of guidance for the bereaved (1972, 142). 
Rando uniquely observes the benefit of prayer as a 
continuing relationship with God through grief. This 
continuity, she holds, mitigates the sense of loss, offering 
meaning and structure to individual response (1984, 46). 
She also emphasizes the importance of social support 
especially in sudden loss (1984, 85). She espouses 
developing a new relationship with the deceased, 
recollecting memory and past experience while "untying the 
ties that bind" (1984, 78). For the sake of continuity, she 
suggests maintaining some relationship to the deceased, ways 
which help keep the person "alive" (1984, 102). She 
emphasizes finding appropriate ways to do so, but this 
perpetuation is not pathological denial since it assists 
putting the death into perspective. She even suggests 
dialogues with the deceased as a way to move further into 
the grief process. Rando recommends designing rituals to 
















Walsh and McGoldrick observe the value of rituals as 
they facilitate integration of loss. Rituals maintain 
continuity and place the experience in context. They 
suggest helping families ritualize their losses where 
practices may be absent. This process involves 
acknowledging and mourning the loss, symbolizing what they 
will incorporate within themselves from the lost person, and 
symbolizing moving on in life (Walsh & McGoldrick 1991, 57). 
Their concern is our current under-ritualized cultural 
mourning (Walsh & McGoldrick 1991, 103). As they see it, 
rituals mark both change and stability in the family. 
Adequate rituals need to capture remembering and affirming 
and continuity in life. Ritual symbols become means of 
healing (1991, 216). 
Yoder identified the funerary meal as a significant 
ritual citing vanGennep's theory of the rite of incorpora-
tion. The meal functions as a group experience that focuses 
on the needs of the living (Yoder 1986, 149). The in-
creasing sense of the individualistic understanding of 
mourning along with other forementioned cultural trends 
promotes personal isolation. The rich cultural and 
religious ground necessary for meaningful passages has been 
destroyed (Yoder 1986, 151). Any funerary ritual needs to 
allow for the widest possible social participation, with the 










everyday experience, is a symbol that life will continue for 
the bereaved (1986, 155). 
Rituals which promote participation have been 
identified as a factor that facilitate grief adjustment 
(Doka 1993, 188). Participation allows "symbolic mastery" 
which helps face the chaos that loss brings. Post-death 
rituals can have a significant role in facilitating grief 
adjustments. Those activities may include sending 
acknowledgments, disposing of personal effects, and visits 
to the grave site. These seem to have more affect on grief 
adjustment than funeral rites (1993, 188). Religious 
beliefs which explain death assist the griever to cope 
better which Parkes observed in his 1972 study of widows 
(158). Yet as is often the case, what specific beliefs help 
the bereaved is rarely explored. According to Fowler, 
"Belief is the holding of certain ideas. Beliefs arise out 
of the effort to translate experiences of transcendence into 
concepts (Fowler 1981, 11)." Kastenbaum holds that any 
belief system habilitates one during loss. The lack of 
belief system at the time of loss increases feeling of 
despair (Kastenbaum 1972, 266). 
Gilbert found that for bereaved parents who lost 
children, religion could be a resource or negatively affect 
people. A key factor was a belief in a judgmental God who 
punished evil and rewarded good. When they reconstructed 
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their meaning structure to incorporate a kind, beneficent 
God, it became possible for them to heal and retain a belief 
in a personal God (Gilbert 1992, 29). 
Rando specifically believes religious beliefs may offer 
expectations of reunion after death, expiation of guilt and 
meaning to help the mourner cope with the loss (1984, 26). 
Worden also sees belief in afterlife frequently where one 
can rejoin the lost one. 
Walsh and McGoldrick note that religious beliefs' 
importance is due to attribution of death causality (1991, 
22). How the death fits into the sudden change in one's 
world helps the person make sense of this new event. 
Religious beli~fs also contribute to how one is sustained 
after the loss. These authors found grievers emphasized a 
sense of continuity in afterlife (1991, 189). 
According to Jackson, the concept of immortality is 
essentially built into the structure of creation. Christian 
faith is buil_t on the premise that the nature of humanity 
had something indestructible at its core (Jackson 1971, 38). 
The basic working assumption for the disciples was that 
their concept of ultimate reality was changed from a limited 
dependence on their five senses to an unlimited ability to 
understand the power of a resurrection that proved God's 
power beyond biology or physiology. 
Doka understands that religious beliefs may have a 








may provide forgiveness for guilt. They may also determine 
how a person remembers the deceased, allowing a sense of 
continuance of the deceased (Jackson 1971, 189). Beliefs 
may offer assurance that the deceased is cared for in the 
afterlife. The bereaved creatively retain a relationship 
with the deceased to keep the memory of the deceased alive. 
Ultimately bereaved persons struggle with two losses -the 
loss of the deceased and the loss of their own beliefs. In 
resolving grief, both must be addressed (Jackson, 1971, 
191). 
Spiritual care for the traumatized means intensive 
responding to the massive assault on the bereaved's life. 
Cullinan cites La Grand listing seven of the most frequently 









Problems represented in life changes such as death 
are universal. 
Reaching out to others in love transcends the 
inevitable changes which result after trauma. 
Nurture strength within. 
Interdependence with others is life affirming. 
Communication and expression of feelings is 
essential. 
There are common emotional and physical sensations 
after trauma and loss. 
A faith in something or someone outside the self 
integrates new meaning in life (Cullinan 1993, 
237). 
One of the most powerful beliefs which can sustain 













"The most anyone promised us was that we would not 
be alone in our pain, and that we would be able to 
draw upon a source outside ourselves for the 
strength and courage we would need to survive 
life's tragedies and life's unfairness (Kushner 
1981, 133).11 
Kushner writes about how to go on believing in God and in 
the world after we have been hurt. He reasons that since 
the tragedy of an accident is not God's will, we need not 
feel hurt or betrayed by God when tragedy strikes. We turn 
to God for help in overcoming it, because we can tell 
ourselves that God is as outraged by it as we are (Kushner 
1981, 134). The God Kushner believes in does not send us 
the problem; "He gives us the strength to cope with the 
problems (1981, 127)." Soelle echoes Kushner's theme when 
she says, "God does not make us suffer but suffers with us 
(Soelle 1992, 465)." Kushner summarizes: "Religion alone 
can affirm the afflicted person sense of self-worth. 
Science can describe what has happened to a person; only 

























The intention of this project thesis is to explore the 
experience of organ donor families'bereavement process. 
Qualitative research methodology facilitates access to their 
issues and unique dynamics. Approaching the project 
phenomenologically, that is to understand this human 
experience from these family members'own frame of 
reference, allows the gathering of descriptive data, spoken 
by the organ donor family members themselves. 
The descriptive data gained in qualitative studies 
result in what Bogdan and Bilken call "grounded theory 
(Bogdan & Bilken 1982, 59).11 Data grounds us to the 
empirical world from which we obtain the particulars needed 
to "think soundly and deeply" about aspects of life explored 
(1982, 106). Any theory about organ donor families' 
bereavement processes which might be derived from this 
project will be based in the material generated during the 














To understand behavior, we must understand definitions 
and the process whereby they are manufactured... human 
beings are actively engaged in creating their 
world. Symbolic interactionism is a conceptual 
paradigm to understand personally forged meanings for 
events (Bogdan and Bilken, 36). 
These "personally forged meanings" are the bedrock for our 
understanding of organ donor families'bereavement 
processes. Qualitative methods allow us to know people 
personally and to see them as they are developing their own 
definitions of the world. 
The task of the qualitative investigator is to carefully 
search each material expression as if it were a sign, and 
attempt to rediscover these underlying but informing 
patterns or meanings (Nickerson 1985, 47). 
The intent is to explore and discover the unifying form 
of this relatively unknown personal experience. Qualitative 
research methods are chosen when the researcher wishes to 
look rigorously at some human experience in detail and to 
describe that experience in detail for the purpose of a 
deeper understanding of its meanings (Nickerson 1985, 49). 
The qualitative method specifically applied in this study is 
the open-ended interview. 
Rationale ~earch Methgds 
The desired outcome of this study is to understand how 
organ donor families find comfort for their losses. From 





































unique and/or similar features of their recovery when 
compared with others suffering loss? The manner for 
understanding these subjective experiences is qualitative 
research methods. Qualitative methods enable us to explore 
concepts whose essence is lost in other research approaches 
(Bogdan & Taylor 1975, 5). This methodology affords an 
understanding of human behavior from the actor's own frame 
of reference (1975, 2). Qualitative study focuses on 
process and meaning versus traditional quantitative 
methodological goals of cause and effect (Bogdan & Bilken 
1992, 157). The difference is that the subject is not 
reduced to an isolated variable or to an hypothesis, but is 
viewed instead as part of a whole (1992, 4). 
Phenomenological concepts such as beauty, pain, faith, 
suffering, frustration, hope and love can be studied as they 
are defined and experienced by real people in their everyday 
lives (1992, 5). 
Personal realms of phenomenon are opened to 
investigation. In turn, those who work in clinical 
situations expand their working knowledge base by developing 
a fuller understanding of stages in critical periods of 
human development (Bogdan & Bilken 1992, 7). Through 
qualitative research methods we learn about people we would 
not otherwise know as they speak about themselves and their 




















qualitative methodology provides the best window for 
observing bereavement process. 
The concern at the initial stage in the project was 
familiarization with the ODF context. I needed a thorough 
orientation to the organ transplantation process in order to 
develop an adequate interview regimen. In qualitative 
research the interview is the beginning point because theory 
emerges as a result of the interview experience and data 
analysis. Bogdan and Taylor caution against holding too 
tightly to particular theory since data collection itself 
suggests theoretical phenomenon to explore (Bogdan and 
Taylor, 28). The results are inductively derived findings 
gleaned from the hands-on data. The intent then is to 
develop a descriptive model of organ donor family 
bereavement recovery which may be used by organ procurement 
organizations in ODF aftercare. Formal grounded theory may 
then be generalized to overall bereavement behavior (Bogdan 
& Bilken 1992, 157). 
Research Techniques 
Open-ended interviews were conducted of approximately 
one and one-half hours in length. The interviews were 
cassette recorded which were later transcribed into 
transcripts. The data was then analyzed using qualitative 



























Subjects were recruited from the case files of the 
Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates (KODA). That organization's 
boundaries extend throughout the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
and into western West Virginia. 
Cooperation was secured from the KODA organization 
through its Education Department. The KODA group willingly 
contacted potential participants through a Letter of 
Invitation (Appendix A) which briefly introduced them to the 
research topic and its purposes. Also addressed was the 
sensitivity to protect their anonymity and a willingness to 
provide them with a summary of the results. The solicited 
population also received a self-mailing response sheet 
(Appendix B) on which to indicate their willingness to 
participate. 
KODA files indicated seventy-eight families had 
consented to organ donation over the last two and one-half 
years. We had hoped for eight to twelve affirmative 
responses since this meets the population size parameters 
for in-depth qualitative type interviewing (Nickerson 1985, 
54; Bogden and Bilken 1992, 68). 
D_a_ta Collection 
An interview schedule was developed (Appendix C) which 
served as the parameters for the open-ended interview. This 














Parkes and Fowler in their primary research in designing 
this interview schedule. Bogdan and Bilken's work provides 
suggestions for drawing out rich data. Topics covered 
include demographic material, loss history, the grief and 
bereavement recovery process and religious backgrounds. The 
list of topics was derived from formulation of the research 
problem, an analysis of the material which the subject was 
to describe and from hypotheses based on psychological 
theory. From these topics, the data was accumulated by 
encouraging the subjects to talk about their experiences. 
The interview schedule is not a rigorously binding 
question-and-answer format. Rather, the schedule arranges 
the boundaries for the data collection (Bogdan & Bilken 
1992, 77). It is very important that the researcher join 
the subjects'world, but in another way remain detached 
(79). 
Eleven affirmative responses were received to 
participate in the study. That small number may indicate a 
reluctance to talk about the event since it is painful to 
recall and discuss. Interviews were conducted in four 
different cities at Christian Churches (Disciples of Christ) 
which were described to the interviewees as neutral 
convenient locations. Interviews were conducted between 
August and December 1994 in Huntington and Charleston, West 










Each subject was asked to sign an Informed Consent 
Statement (Appendix D) at the interview granting permission 
for his/her life's material to be used anonymously in this 
study. Among the issues addressed is participant 
confidentiality, the choice to stop at any time and the 
right to receive a summary of this study. 
Limitations 
A limitation to this study is the sample selection 
process. The self-selection of these subjects make up a 
convenience sample of those from a particular geographic 
region who have indicated a willingness to talk about their 
bereavement process. The Appalachian lowlands possess many 
unique cultural features. Yet bereavement practices shared 
in common with the greater culture outweighs idiosyncracies 
of this subculture. Self-selection by subjects means those 
more introverted, presently enduring emotional pain or those 
less educated will be left out. Yet this interpretive 
method requires those who can speak about their experience. 
For the sake of acquiring adequate data, we must risk our 
sample method. 
The study is limited to the bereavement process of 
organ donor f~ilies who customarily lose loved ones by 
sudden deaths of accident or suicide. Caution must be 




According to standard analysis procedures of 
qualitative research, the subject interviews were analyzed 
for emergent themes from transcripts. I adopted the 
techniques for data analysis as expressed in Bogden and 
Taylor's book• (1975) 
and Bogden and Bilken's ~tiQD 
(1992). I completed several reviews of the data first 
identifying major themes that were repeated in the 
interviews, then gave particular attention to specific 
groupings within the material. 
The chapter dealing with the specific results of this 
project is structured to set out a demographic profile of 
the interviewees and then report their bereavement 
experience. The various headings within the chapter name 
the emergent themes of the bereaved ODF. 
Data Discussion 
The findings from this project will be discussed in 
Chapter V, utilizing the literature in the field as 
previously discovered theoretical ground. This research has 
set out to understand the ODF bereavement experience as 
religiousity and spirituality relate to it. I have been 
interested to observe what I might call "essential 
spirituality." This is the functional core of what values 
have centering power in a person's life. These "God values" 















It is what "shapes the ways we invest our deepest loves and 
our most costly loyalties (Fowler 1981, 4).11 Although 
participation in organized faith groups may reflect one's 
spiritual core, other measures may also. This study is 
designed to include those other spiritual measures as well. 
I have been interested to review the literature regarding 
bereavement theory in general to note the advances made in 
understanding the special needs of specific circumstances 
such as sudden death. By searching the data for predominate 
themes, I have been interested to discern what factors 
influence the adjustment for the bereaved, specifically 
organ donor families. I have probed to understand how organ 
donation may uniquely influence bereavement. I have also 
been curious to explore the supportive and hindering aspects 
of religious beliefs and spiritual practices in bereavement. 
As a pastor and pastoral counselor, I have contact 
commonly with bereaved persons. I find the bereaved are 
inadequately prepared for the psychological demands they 
experience and ill-equipped to utilize religiousity and 
spirituality. Therefore, I hope to use my new 
understandings from this project to assist parishioners to 
prepare better for loss and assist individuals who I counsel 









Eleven affirmative responses were received from the 
seventy-eight Letters of Invitation sent to organ donor 
families one to three years after their tragedy. We 
initially hoped to be able to secure participation from 
families near Huntington, West Virginia, where I live. 
However, two additional rounds of invitation letters were 
necessary in order to secure adequate sample size. Standard 
qualitative investigation sample size is eight to twelve 
subjects, beyond which the data tends to repeat itself. 
Appointments were scheduled between August and 
December, 1994. Interviews were conducted in four Christian 
Churches (Disciples of Christ) since that is my denomination 
of ordination and was most easily arranged in the four 
largest cities within the KODA/WVODA network. These 
churches were presented to the interviewees as convenient, 
neutral locations. 
What emerged from the data are the most salient themes 
which describe the organ donor families'bereavement 
experience. Within these themes the most frequently 






The interviewees'profile will be presented regarding 
their interview location, age, relationship to the deceased, 
cause of loved one's death, religious background and 
religious activity level. All interviewees were Caucasian 
from a middle class socioeconomic background with household 
incomes in the $25,000 to $70,000 range. The group was 
seven females and three males. 
Eleven interviews were conducted among the following 
cities: Charleston and Huntington, West Virginia and 
Lexington and Louisville, Kentucky. Table 4.1 demonstrates 
the distribution of interview locations. 
T~ble 4.1--Distribution of Interviews According to Location 
sites 
Cities 
Charleston Huntington Lexin~ 
Interv.lews 2 3* 2 4 
*one.lnterview unusable due to poor audio quality. 
As noted on Table 4.1 , one interview was unusable due to 
poor recording quality. Therefore, although eleven 
interviews were conducted, ten remained for the study sample 
which is still within qualitative research guidelines. 
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Table 4.2 presents the age distribution of organ donor 
family member respondents by decades. The ODF ages were 
within four distinct decades. Two were in their twenties 
(24 and 25), four were in their forties (42, 46(2], and 47), 
two were at fifty (50), and two were in their sixties (60 
and 62) . No interviewees were in their thirties. 












The relationship of the deceased to the ODF 
interviewees is widely distributed among spouses 
． 
S1.X (5 
husbands and 1 wife), mother one, brother one, daughter 
one, and son one. These are represented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3--Distribution of Relationship of the Deceased 
to the ODF interviewee 
Family Relationship 
spouse Mother Brother Dauqhter ggn. 
Number 6 1 1 1 1 
Table 4.4 represents the cause of death to the deceased 
data. Organ donation is most commonly made subsequent to 
























Table 4.4--Distribution of Cause of Death for ODF Circumstances 
as 
(2)' 








































































Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints "Inactive" 
Former Roman Catholic/Member 











The recorded interviews were transcribed into typed 
versions of the approximately hour and one-half sessions. 
These transcripts were reviewed numerous times for emergent 
themes which consistently occurred. The following themes 
emerged as a result of transcript content analysis: reaction 
to sudden loss, meaning-making activity by the bereaved, 
continuity, transcendent moments, follow-up contacts as a 
source of comfort, religious beliefs the bereaved presented 
explicitly or implicitly, spiritual practices which the 
bereaved utilized during their grief and motivation to 
donate and motivations to donate. 
Reaction to Sudden Loss 
All ten interviewees identified physical and emotional 
symptoms. Their devastation at the loss was profound. 
Physically those symptoms ranged from feeling "numb" to a 
"sinking feeling" to "just plodding along day to day at slow 
speed." One woman who lost her son in an accidental 
shooting recalled "not being able to hear the chaplain 
speaking directly" to her. Then later she could not see the 
telephone buttons to place a call. Three persons reported 
reduced energy for most of the first three months. 
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The respondents experienced emotional numbness as well. 
Blunted cognitive processing and forgetfulness were common 
to six. One professional woman who married in her 30's only 
to lose her husband to heart attack 12 years later, remarked 
that she needed to ask a friend a year later what she wore 
to the funeral. The woman who lost her son wondered some 
time later why her sister did not attend the funeral only to 
be informed that she was present. One woman expressed the 
astonishment of how life seemingly was moving along in good 
order when the unexpected happened. Within the span of only 
35 minutes, she arrived home from work and then found 
herself in the hospital emergency room due to her husband's 
suffering a fatal heart attack. Five used the term "shock" 
to describe this rapid turn of events. Their response was 
generally disbelief and bewilderment. One young man who 
lost his mother to heart ailment mentioned about the 
"powerful realization that she's gone." A woman who lost 
her middle-aged husband to an automobile accident declared, 
"Boy was it hard letting go." In all, six referred to 
feeling powerless or out of control regarding the death of 
their family member. "I had to try to find where I could 
exercise control", said one interviewee. Another who lost 
her 60 year old husband to stroke responded to an elderly 
priest's advice that "we have to play the cards that are 
dealt to us" by reacting "But I want different cards." 
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I was interested to know if sudden loss differed for 
organ donor families given the opportunity to make a unique 
gift of life on account of their tragedy. The gift giving 
provided a point of focus during this confusing experience. 
Six of ten respondents mentioned the organ donation as a 
distinct point of reference in their tragedy. overall organ 
donation mitigated against some degree of disorientation 
commonly observed in sudden loss. One family member 
replied, 11at least with the organ donation I know we 
accomplished something even though the pain was so great." 
Although there was an immediate response to the sudden 
loss, the bereavement process continued for years, not days 
or weeks. Six respondents mentioned the emotional 
differences between the first and second year. "The second 
year is better", said one widow. But two others indicated 
that the numbness only wore off after the first year which 
is when the pain and bereavement work began in earnest. For 
them the first year is bewilderment and acclimation to the 
life disruption. Interestingly, the first year for all six 
was complicated by additional losses which were the 
following: grandparents both died, husband's near fatal 
heart attack and son's falling off a two-story roof 
requiring hospitalization, surviving son coming of age and 
going to college, job downsizing, deceased husband's mother 
and brother died, and two children's wedding and auto 
accident which required extensive follow-up surgery. One 
l ........ 
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woman who lost her daughter to a home accident felt how the 
losses "piled up" on her making the first year so much more 
difficult. Four indicated they stayed "busy" during the 
first year not knowing what else to do but to simply expend 
accumulated energy. Holidays are especially lonely as are 
anniversaries such as birthdays, accident day and death day. 
Three women reported shedding "lots and lots of tears." 
Meaning-Making 
Meaning-making was another emergent theme experienced 
by all ten interviewees. Consistent with the bewilderment 
and chaos associated with sudden death, the bereaved family 
members groped for answers to 11why?11 and searched for order 
to their life's disarray. 
Meaning-making is observed in some of the bereaved who 
make sense of the tragic loss while others undertook 
activities which recreated order to their lives. Six ODF 
interviewees mentioned organ donation mitigating grief 
because it brought purpose to loss. Two of those persons 
indicated how the organ donation thwarted the "wastefulness" 
of their family member's death. Another said, 11Some good 
had to come out of it (death)." The motivation of "helping 
people" or as a grieving mother put it "saving another 
mother from going through the grief I've had" imparts 
meaning to the death and organ donation experience. Eight 
of the ODF felt gratified that "someone else is living 
because of the organ donation." Three interviewees knew 
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family members and friends who would now seriously consider 
organ donation as a result of the ODF actions and resultant 
gratification. Organ donation was described as a "gift of 
life" emphasized by another as "your last gift." 
ODF also found meaning in a variety of activities and 
actions. The wide range included three who sought out faith 
or spiritual resources, and three who placed a new emphasis 
on their children and other family members. Other pursuits 
included spending time with nature, reading books to try to 
understand the loss and "celebrating little improvements and 
accomplishments which bring hope." All these assisted the 
ODF search and groping after their sudden loss. 
Continuity 
The next prevailing theme which was common to all ten 
interviewees is continuity. Continuity is the tendency to 
maintain some connection with the deceased. It occurred 
unexpectedly more often than I would have predicted, as all 
organ donor family members revealed several instances. The 
ODF maintain contact between the deceased and themselves 
through conversation, memories, imaginative thoughts or 
symbolic actions. Verbatim quotes from all ten interviewees 
are recorded in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6--Continuity Activities of Organ Donor Family 






"Her death is still there... aware of it 
everyday; organ donation followed her 
wishes... she lives on." 
"I've held on to his journal words. At 
times I ask'what would he want me to 
do?'We'll have a reunion in the 










111 talk to her all the time. Her spirit 
is hidden in the beauty of nature. It's 
a comfort to know we'll be together for 
all eternity. Her body was part of my 
body and now she herself will be helping 
another person." 
"Son was a part of me, even if I cannot 
see or touch him now, he's not going 
away from me... I'll never grow beyond 
wanting to see him again. He acts like 
a guardian angel watching over me. I 
try to carry out my life according to 
how he might want me to." 
"I established a memorial ward to 
recognize Girl Scout Leadership... ! plan 
to donate my organs also. I carried on 
with our community obligations that 
first year, even in her absence... ! 
think a lot about how the organ 
recipients are doing... ! keep the key to 
her casket. Some dogwood trees were 
planted in honor of the organ donors. I 
plan to go see her's sometime soon." 
"I talk with my husband, even though 
he's gone. Our memories sustain me, 






"I did what he would have wanted 
regarding organ donation. He wouldn't 
want me to stop my life for one minute." 
"I know I followed his wishes with the 





about him a lot, I realize two more 
people are living because of him." 
"At times it still feels as if he's 
around. I ask him for advice." 
"I often wonder what she'd do in a 
particular situation. I've kept up the 
Christmas outdoor decorations as she 
would have, even though I didn't feel 
like it." 
Transcendent Moments 
Eight of the ten interviewees described circumstances 
which were full of meaning, unusual, and pivotal in their 
bereavement process. The term "transcendent moment" was 
used by an interviewee who lost his brother to describe an 
interesting and moving experience which combined loves from 
his brother's life with an incident while visiting a western 
national park. His brother was an avid outdoors'person who 
had an intimate knowledge of nature. on a vacation shortly 
after his brother's death, the interviewee took a mountain 
hike and found himself among some mountain flowers -his 
brother's favorite. Then a deer appeared on the trail, 
which the interviewee and his wife sensed wanted them to 
follow down the trail. Despite the surreal nature of the 
moment, they followed. At several intervals they stopped 
along the trail as if on a guided tour of that corner of the 
natural world. When they were to move on, the deer would 
turn to them and then walk ahead. After about a quarter of 
a mile, the deer seemed to look down the path, but was 
一
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unwilling to go further. They took this to mean they could 
go on with their lives and his deceased brother would be 
okay. This interviewee, who described his own religious 
background as a "theist", identified this incident as a 
"transcendent moment." 
These transcendent moments were watershed instances 
either at the moment they occurred or retrospectively. Each 
of the nine described an unusual quality to these times as 
if they contained messages or confirmation from the 
supernatural. Two instances involved premonition feelings 
of impending disaster immediately preceding the catastrophe. 
Two instances involved the timing of the loved one's death 
in relation to the proximity of the interviewee. Five 
transcendent moments involved significant learnings or 
instances of awareness during the bereavement process. 
These "transcendent moments" are represented in table 4.7. 












One month prior to death, an 
impending sense of imminent change. 
Deer story at national park. 
Felt like crying for weeks prior to 
the loss. 
Family leaves hospital for a few 
hours respite after 24 hour vigil, 
loved one dies. 
Interviewee overheard conversation 
of two people with whom his 
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deceased wife had done 
work. They informally 
her concerning how she 










God got her away from dining room 
table to restroom just prior to 
when husband had heart attack and 
died. 
When option of organ donation 
became available rather than 
pulling the plug to terminate 
unproductive prolongation of life. 
Putting together a hose caddie in 
her husband's absence, realizing 




















Table 4.8--Distribution of ODF Interviewees'Religious 












Roman Catholic (3) 
(total inactive 
funy involved) 四 es o-no} 
Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints 
"Inactive" Methodist 
Former Roman Catholic/Member 





























Follow-up Contacts as A Source of Comfort 
The organ donor family members highly valued follow-up 
contacts made by those associated with the organ donor 
process. Five times the organ procurement organization's 
bereavement follow-up program was mentioned. Contact was 
made by phone or letter. However, three of them did not 
know precisely which organs were used. 
The National Kidney Foundation publishes a periodic 
newsletter which contains inspirational materials, memorials 
to deceased organ donors, and news about organ donation. 
This newsletter is sent to all organ donor families. It was 
mentioned by five ODF as a source of comfort. Two indicated 
they would likely send a memorial for their deceased family 
member in the near future. 
Those four organ donor family members who received 
letters from organ recipients valued these most of all. 
They felt better connected to the organ donation by the 
reality of the letter. They felt assured that their gift of 
life was being used and that their "family member lived on." 
One person who had not received any letters wondered 
painfully why she had not. Another expressed agitation at 
what appeared to be ingratitude for the gift. 
Embedded Religious Experience 
No effort was made to select subjects for this 
population sample on the basis of religious affiliation. 
All those who affirmatively responded to the Letter of 
-
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Invitation were interviewed. During the course of the 
interview religious themes emerged in the form of religious 
beliefs and spiritual practices endemic to the respondents' 
life situation. 
Reli~liefs 
While reviewing the most commonly occurring responses 
does not accurately profile the religious beliefs of an 
individual person, we still gain a general understanding of 
the most valued beliefs for organ donor families. Eight of 
the ten interviewees explicitly hoped for a reunion in the 
afterlife. One other indirectly inferred belief in that 
reality. One widow stated, "I have to believe in a future 
reunion in order to live." The mother who lost her daughter 
affirmed future reunion with recognition of one another. 
Four of these who believed in a future reunion imagined that 
their lost loved one was gathered with other passed 
relatives. 
Five indicated beliefs in a providential God who 
directs the course of creation, who has a plan, who has 
higher powers and in whose hands everything will be okay. 
"God's plan involves our lives, but God operates at a higher 
level," said one widow. 
Five of the ODF interviewees found little value or 
usefulness in the body after death. They indicated the 
soul's life extends beyond physical existence, whereupon the 




lost a son told it this way, "The body being dead does means 
(name) is gone. The body didn't matter anymore; it should 
be shared." 
Three indicated that part of our purpose is to help 
others or give service while on earth. That belief folded 
into their purpose for organ donation or for finding life 
meaning after the tragic loss. 
Only one person mentioned a sustaining belief in a 
benevolent God who is present to support and console. More 
common was the other organ donor family members'need to 
adjust to unmet or betrayed expectations about the order of 
life. Doing what is right or helpful for others did not 
ensure protection from tragedy. Finding meaning in the 
sudden death was a more significant need than finding 
consolation. 
S.Jll_titual Practices 
Spiritual practices sustained the devout and nominally 
connected alike. Prayer dominated as the practice utilized 
by all interviewees. Prayer was offered at night when a 
person was low, in the morning for strength to get through 
the day or daily to be sustained during the day. Another 
two persons prayed with affirmation and gratitude. Prayer 
was also made asking God to "watch over me and nudge me in 
the right direction." 
The funeral service was memorable for six interviewees. 
Those who attended, the flowers, the music, the readings and 
.. 
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the eulogies made the funeral an important ritual. Visits 
to the cemetery afforded six people an opportunity for 
conversation with the deceased. For one person, a visit to 
any cemetery is sufficient, not just the deceased's burial 
place. One headstone became a spiritual event in its 
elaborate design. The footstone was added which epitomized 
the decedent's life values. 
Five have utilized meditation as a regular practice. 
Done at church, the cemetery or home, it is used to gain 
strength. Two of those who meditated used a journal as 
well. 
Church connections were manifest in the support five 
interviewees reported. They felt supported by the prayers 
and expressions of concern offered from the church folks. 
Two persons indicated a whole month of dinners were provided 
at their homes which gave tangible evidence that their 
bereavement was not alone. The one member of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints articulated the most 
extensive routine of supportive spiritual practices. His 
wife received the Elder's Blessing on her sick bed. After 
her death they were married, by proxy, at the Temple for 
time and eternity. His family currently practices Family 
Home Evening which is mid-week home worship with friends and 
family. It includes readings, prayers, singing and a 
lesson. 
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MQtiy_ation_s to Donate Organs 
Three of the interviewees indicated they approached the 
hospital staff about organ donation when brain death was 
confirmed. This proactive stance indicates that the organ 
donor family member had discussed this option previously. 
One son who lost his mother related, "They were very 
surprised since so few families do. But this was just 
something we knew mom wanted to do." The most consistently 
mentioned motivation for donation of these three was that it 
was consistent with their deceased family member's 
altruistic sense of giving. Since these were the 
deceased's wishes, they followed through on them. Two of 
the three indicated they drew comfort and strength from the 
fact of their family member "living on" in the body of 
another. 
Three others indicated they prediscussed the organ 
donation option with their family members so when approached 
about organ.donation consent was forthcoming. It was 
likewise important for them to follow the wishes of their 
loved one. "Helping others" was again a strong factor in 
motivating the donation. "After all", said one widow, "this 
is what we're here for." 
While all these six expressed gratification for the 
organ donation, one young widow expressed a mixed blessing 




This qualitative study has gathered data on the 
bereavement experience of organ donor families with specific 
attention to the relationship of spiritual practices and 
religious beliefs to the process of grieving. Interviewing 
ten of the organ donor family members has afforded me an 
opportunity to peer deeply into troubled waters. The pain 
forces people inward for self-preservation. This study's 
findings cannot be generalized to all organ donor families 
but the findings do expand our knowledge of this 
particularly traumatic experience and further our knowledge 
of the grief process in general. As Parkes undertook his 
massive study of widows, he realistically comprehended the 
limits to generalization. 
"A complete explanation for any psychosocial event 
could be possible only if we knew everything that 
had preceded it -which clearly can never be the 
case. We shall never be able fully to understand 
any piece of human behavior, nor can we expect to 
identify major factors that are important to 
outcome in'every'case of bereavement. But we 
can, I believe, learn something of the factors 
that play a part in'most'cases and a major part 




Interviews with the ten organ donor family members 
revealed seven emergent themes upon analysis of the data. 
These themes, which will be discussed below, are the 
following: reaction to sudden loss, meaning-making, 
continuity and adjustment, transcendent moments, follow-up 
contact as a comfort source, religious beliefs and spiritual 
practices, and motivation to donate organs. 
Reaction to Sudden Loss 
The interviews produced a consistent picture of 
physical and emotional symptoms which all reported. 
Likewise each reported profound devastation at their sudden 
loss. Among the physical symptoms were numbness, sinking 
feeling, slowed motor skills and even one report of being 
temporarily unable to see and hear. Emotional symptoms 
included blunted affect and forgetfulness. Five used the 
work "shock" to express their disbelief at the course of 
events. Six felt out of control and powerless as a result 
of the events. Six experienced multiple losses the first 
year which complicated the bereavement. 
The physical and emotional reactions to sudden loss the 
sample experienced are consistent with bereavement 
literature. Rando in~ and____D_eath: Clini-C-a_l 
I_ntervent~iYers describes sudden loss reactions 
(1984). The numbness they felt, which Lifton described as 
"psychic anesthesia" (1967, 500), buffers the emotional 
apparatus while the bereaved are being overwhelmed with 
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loss. Bowlby, Worden and Rando concur that sudden loss 
significantly increases the grief effects (Bowlby, 180; 
Worden, 84; Rando, 52). They are bewildered and even 
somewhat disoriented by the intense unexpected death. Walsh 
and McGoldrick state that since there has been no 
anticipatory history to make ready for the passing the 
suddenness adds to the brutal assault (Walsh and McGoldrick 
1991, 31). 
Whereas society commonly affords three days to people 
for funeral rituals, this study revealed the shock only 
begins to wear off after the first year. This concurs with 
Parkes'observation that the first year is a "limbo of 
meaninglessness" (1972, 74). Pain is felt and 
accommodations are made in the second and even the third 
year. "Busy" is the general description of how they spent 
their first year. Our culture grossly underestimates the 
long-term needs of the bereaved. It is interesting that for 
only one interviewee were co-workers identified as a comfort 
source. It may be that our instrumental valuing of people 
restricts our response to loss when their productivity 
wanes, as it.inevitably does during bereavement. 
Consistent with Parkes and Weiss observations about 
complicated loss, multiple losses the first year added to 
the interviewees'grief (1983, 13). Illness and accident 
susceptibility increases during bereavement which was one 
aspect of this "piled-up feeling" these respondants felt. 
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Felt grief increased with anniversaries, such as birthdays, 
accident day or death day, which fits with Willis'findings 
(1981,133). 
organ donation allows families to uniquely respond to 
sudden loss. It provides an anchor in the midst of chaos 
which counter-acts the disorienting effects of sudden loss. 
This event tends to retrieve the person as he/she sinks into 
bewilderment and disbelief. Sudden loss with this outcome 
gives these bereaved "something to hold on to" in contrat to 
the unfulfilled emptiness which occurs for the remainder of 
sudden loss circumstances. 
Meaninq-Makinq 
Meaning-making activity was common to all ten 
interviewees. Their responses revealed that they groped for 
answers to why this tragedy had happened to them. At the 
same time they searched to reestablish a sense of order to 
the chaos. The organ donation was significant because it 
reversed the "wastefulness of the death." Helping someone 
by giving one's "last gift" so that he/she will live on 
assists the ODF to retrieve something good from an otherwise 
devastating circumstance. Six of the ten who were 
interviewed explicitly indicated the organ donation was 
meaningful and purposeful. 
Fowler proposed that meaning is sought "when our life's 
space is punctured" (1981, xii). According to Parkes, 
"there is a conscious need to make sense of what has 
一
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happened, to explain it, to make it fit into one's world 
(1972, 75)." These descriptions are consistent with the 
experience of the ODF. Their searching was a response to 
disarray as they sought to make their unreal tragedy fit 
into the real world. 
As the ODF found meaning in the organ donation we would 
expect the fact of donation to significantly influence their 
bereavement. When tragedy occurs with its ambiguities, 
organ donation would be a premier way to find meaning. A 
majority (six) of the respondents indicated the organ 
donation was meaningful for them and thereby lessened their 
grief. Especially with the massive assault on one's coping 
systems which sudden loss brings, the grievers feel less 
overwhelmed and more able to move along in the grief process 
which is consistent with Rando's findings (1984, 99). 
Meaning-making appears to be more important than 
seeking comfort. Only one interviewee reported initially 
reaching for a benevolent God who provided comfort, but all 
ten sought to make sense of the event. As Parkes observed 
in his London widow study, "Untimely death does not square 
well with God as a protecting, loving Father." Those whose 
religious beliefs helped them place the bereavement in a 
meaningful perspective coped better than those who had no 
such faith (158). I actually expected the majority to be a 
higher number than six. 
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Con tin~tm_e_n t 
Rando's concept of continuity preserved connection with 
the deceased. She notes that it binds the surviving person 
to the deceased, eventually relinquishing the pain, but not 
the memory. She believes continuity to be integral to 
discovering a sense of meaning, as opposed to simply being a 
denial process. 
All ten interviewees evidenced the tendency to maintain 
some connection with the deceased. From the interviews I 
found two different dynamic forces at work. In each person 
continuity was present which preserved memories, 
conversation and symbolic remembrances of the deceased. It 
was unexpected how diversely continuity presented itself as 
the respondents felt the influence of their departed loved 
on. Yet at the same time the urge toward adjustment 
operates. Overcoming the discontinuity of sudden death 
requires intensive support which these ODFs did not find 
plentiful in the long-term. The bereaved all had to adjust 
to the realities of the departed deceased. Daily schedules 
change; finances shift; routines are altered. Each 
respondent managed adjustment differently. One mother who 
lost her son said about her bereavement, "This is not about 
getting better. This is about accepting change... that's all 
this is... the most massive change that can hit you." 
The transplanted human kidney metaphorically represents 
these two dynamic forces in tension. After having been 
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removed from a live or deceased donor, it is transplanted 
into a needy recipient. This new situation requires the 
kidney to "remember" how to function as it did in its former 
environment, preserving itself by maintaining the same 
functioning as previously. However, at the same time the 
kidney is "asked" to adjust to the new environment to 
function with its unique demands. This capacity to adjust 
is dramatically seen when a child's kidney is transplanted 
into an adult. In this case, the kidney's size adapts to 
the required functional adult capacity. A child's kidney 
transplanted in an adult acts in a continuous kidney-like 
manner while adjusting to the new size needed. Emotionally 
these paradoxical forces of continuity and adjustment 
operate simultaneously accomplishing different tasks, yet 
seemingly linked in a homeostatic balance of managing 
familiarity and change. This occurs under the auspices of 
meaning-making. 
Transcendent Moments 
Eight of the ten respondents told of an incident which 
was poignant to them and carried some meaning for the ODF. 
They told these stories in the course of the interview, not 
in response to a specific question about particularly 
meaningful moments. The term "transcendent moment" was 
coined by one of the interviewees who lost a brother. These 
instances possessed a mystical quality as if from an 
influence from a source outside their reality. These 
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unusual, pivotal experiences were full of meaning. Five 
involved new learnings growing out of the sudden death and 
organ donation experience. Two involved feelings of 
impending disaster just prior to the sudden death. Two 
others involved the absence of the survivors when the actual 
death moment occurred. 
The mention of the transcendent moment was like the 
discovery of a difficult-to-find puzzle piece. While it did 
not fully complete the puzzle, it certainly added 
significantly to its solution. Recognition by nine of the 
interviewees of such an instance was not expected. It 
serves as a function of meaning-making consistent with 
Regan's concept that the activity of being a person is the 
activity of meaning-making (1982, 11). The person's ego 
development is the capacity to unify his/her experience or 
to compose meaning. These stories seem to recognize life 
being out-of-control which needs some explanation from 
outside the person's system. 
Follow-up contactS AS A Source of Comfort 
The organ donor family members interviewed appreciated 
follow-up contact after the organ donation. They felt part 
of an ongoing movement and were remembered after the fact of 
the organ donation. Five mentioned the organ procurement 
organization's (KODA) bereavement program as helpful. Four 
of the ten gave praise to the National Kidney Foundation's 
newsletter. Four times letters from organ recipients were a 
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major comfort source. These letters were treasured and 
reread often. Three told about their curiosity to know how 
the recipient is getting along and even desiring to meet 
them. Two who didn't receive letters were reflective and 
disheartened that they had not. 
The fact that follow-up is needed is available from 
several sources. At the beginning of this study no 
information in the literature was available regarding organ 
donor families'feelings about bereavement follow-up care. 
Since then a brief survey has.been published reviewing 
successful organ procurement organizations'bereavement 
follow-up programs (Holtkamp 1993). The Kentucky Organ 
Donor Affiliates maintains a comprehensive bereavement 
follow-up program which family members regard highly. It is 
not unusual for KODA staff to have informal contact with 
organ donor family members past the first year or two after 
donation. The simple needs assessment survey done prior to 
writing a grant proposal for a bereavement pilot project in 
Cleveland indicates 51急 ofthe 130 respondents believed a 
follow-up program would be helpful. They indicated annual 
memorial se~vices which include the readings of donor names 
and the planting of some flower or tree were appreciated. 
The National Kidney Foundation newsletter takes a 
thoughtful approach memorializing lost family members so the 
actual donor is remembered. This tastefulness has prompted 
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two persons to considering sending their own memorials for 
print. 
Bartucci reported results of a study she did regarding 
organ donor families and organ recipient letters (1987a). 
Her findings were the same as I found that those who were 
fortunate to receive a letter valued them very highly. 
Follow-up contacts brought a completeness to the 
donation circle. The organ donor family members took 
comfort from these contacts. 
Re~iri__tJ,@_l Practices 
This study discovered manifestations of interviewees' 
essential spirituality. Even those with very little or no 
connection to organized religious groups demonstrated core 
beliefs and practices which held meaning. Eight of ten 
indicated belief in a reunion with the deceased in the 
afterlife. Three of those eight mentioned joining other 
passed relatives as well. Five of ten described a 
providential God who has a caretaker role for the creation 
and/or a plan for each person. Five of ten indicated they 
had no use for the body after a person's death. It became a 
useless container for the soul. 
The most utilized spiritual practice was prayer which 
was mentioned by all ten interviewees. The funeral service 
was important to six. Meditation was practiced by five in 
locations such as home, church or the cemetery. 
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Religious beliefs and spiritual practices played a role 
in bereavement recovery which is consistent with Parkes and 
Weiss. They have noted that belief systems which-explain 
death and rituals which give social support facilitate 
bereavement (183, 118). They believe that when the church's 
messages are that death is not final, but a transition and 
that love is eternal, then bereavement is made easier which 
is evidenced in this study. 
Extending what we currently know, I have observed that 
religious beliefs and spiritual practices support the 
continuity/change tension. The hope of reunion in the 
afterlife is the most common ongoing connection for the 
bereaved. This hope contradicts Parkes'assertion that this 
belief offered little pallative power for his London widows' 
study (1972, 158). Yet my study's topic may have drawn 
those subjects with a stronger spiritual posture. 
Conversation with the deceased at the cemetery or other 
locations supports the continuity factor as well. Prayer 
was described by Rando as a continuing relationship with God 
to mitigate the sense of loss (1984, 46). This relationship 
is with God who providentially maintains a relationship with 
the creation and humanity. 
The funeral embodies both continuity and transition. 
It propels the bereaved into adjusting to change due to its 
very nature of remembering the lost person, while affirming 
our present lives. outward recognition of the loss is what 
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Bowlby in his~ marked as an essential 
function of the funeral. Done in the presence of other 
survivors it forces a wave of reality over the bereaved 
(1980, 127). Church connections which bring support by 
written note or word of expression and through the ritual of 
providing meals also support the reality of moving on with 
life. Rando understands these practices as offering a level 
of meaning and structure to each individual's response 
(1984, 99). 
Another belief promoting adjustment is that mentioned 
by five of the interviewees who so easily spoke of the 
body's uselessness after the death of their loved one. The 
secondary importance of the body when compared to the soul 
made it easier to donate organs since the deceased family 
member "would no longer need them." Only one of the five 
inferred an awareness of the theology of the bodily 
resurrection in which the transformed body, in whatever 
form, housed the soul. Owen, in~, states that 
the disembodied existence of the soul conflicts with the 
biblical notion of the bodily resurrection. Current ideas 
which understand the human as a medical organism whose laws 
are to be understood and mastered are not reflected in this 
group. These five believe in the afterlife of the human 
spirit or soul with or without the body. This is in 
contrast to Brown when he cites J.A.T. Robinson that we are 
not bodies, we are not soul, but we are a psychophysical 
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unity (1994, 457). The disregard for the body encouraged 
adjustment to the new reality. 
The fact that these apparently conflicting dynamics are 
at work basically demonstrates the complexity of bereavement 
which requires moving on while staying connected. 
Motivation tO Donate orqans 
Three of the interviewees proactively asked about organ 
donation prior to being approached by hospital staff. The 
other ODF gave reasons for their decision to donate, yet 
those recollections could be easily contaminated by a 
retrospective vantage point. Therefore, I looked to those 
who had prediscussed the possibility of organ donation with 
their deceased family member for their motivations to 
donate. 
Those three indicated they were carrying out the wishes 
of their family member consistent with that person's 
altruistic sense of giving. It was a comfort that their 
deceased family member "lived on." Three others who 
prediscussed this option with their family members indicated 
that "helping others" was a strong motivating factor. This 
is consistent with the work of Bartucci (1979), Salugh 
(1990), and.Melecki (1985) who each found families felt 
transplantation was continuation of life in another way. 
"Helping someone" ranked high in other studies (Stocks, et 
al 1992 and Bartucci 1987b). 
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Therefore, this population sample demonstrates two 
fundamental motivations to donate organs. The principle of 
continuity pervades even motivations to donate which 
suggests what a strong opportunity organ donation provides 
for bereaved to manage their loss. "Carrying out the 
wishes" of their loved one and knowing their loved one 
ュveson" maintains a connection. In addition, altruism I lj 
moves people to make a gift to an unknown recipient. These 
organ donor family members sensitively reached for a higher 
good to make their donation. 
Conclusion 
Organ donor families suffer the shock of sudden death 
of a loved one. Shortly thereafter they are approached to 
consider organ and tissue donation from their loved one to a 
medically-needy person. Their bereavement reflects the 
customary characteristics of others who experience sudden 
loss. Their bereavement is intense and lasts well into the 
second year. They search for meaning in their disrupted 
lives. Making meaning assists in stabilizing feelings of 
being overwhelmed by their loss. Organ donation reduces the 
effects of sudden loss due to the continuation of life. 
organ donation also minimized the feeling of regretful 
unfinished business common to sudden loss. 
Finally, certain religious beliefs and spiritual 
practices appear to support the forces of continuity and 
change for those suffering bereavement. Even those 
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nominally affiliated or not connected at all to a religious 
group work out an effective spirituality. This spirituality 
may be minimally articulated and/or practiced, yet it is 
drawn upon during this strenuous time. 
Organ donor families appreciate follow-up care from 
transplant organizations. Most organ donor families long to 
hear from recipients. 
~astQral Care 
The pastoral role with sudden loss and organ doantion 
has been informed by this study. The pastor has little 
choice with those to whom he/she ministers. Regardless of 
church affiliation, people maintain an effective 
spirituality of religious beliefs and spiritual practices 
which may support their bereavement. Pastoral care may mean 
assisting the bereaved to articulate particular beliefs and 
practices which support the grief. From this study we learn 
it is likely the bereaved will experience some transcendent 
moment to signify their spiritual experience. 
The pastor working with a sufferer of sudden loss may 
counsel that organ donation may satisfy a search for meaning 
in the chaos. 
The pastor promotes the dual forces of continuity and 
adjustment which are operative during loss resolution. 
Pastoral care means celebrating the remembraces of the 
deceased with the survivors promoting symbolic memorials for 
the deceased and participating in an appropriate funeral to 
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reinforce reality. The pastoral response is to support 
survivors'maintaining contact with the deceased while at 
the same time encouraging the family members moving on with 
their lives. 
Finally, organ donor family members and sudden loss 
sufferers need long-term follow-up care. Periodic contact 
late in the first year into the second year after loss are 





Letter of Invitation 
We at KOD~ offer our ~incer~st ~re~tings ~o yo~: . ~ou 
are among a unique group of people who have made a distinct 
decision to assist another human being to overcome their 
medical difficulties. The gift your family member's organs 
or tissue has brought new life to another. 
Sometimes we find it helpful to inquire from 
organ/tissue donor families about the course of their 
bereavement recovery process. In our efforts to be of more 
assistance to organ/tissue donor families after their loss, 
we extensively talk with them to discover their particular 
experience. 
The Reverend George N. Gates, a doctoral candidate at 
Boston University, who lives in Huntington, West Virginia is 
undertaking a study to investigate what resources are 
helpful in the bereavement recovery process of organ donor 
families. In particular, what religious resources are 
helpful. If you consent to participate in his study, you 
will be asked to come to a location convenient to your home 
for a confidential one and one half hour interview. Th年se
interviews will then become the basis of his investigation 
which hopefully will assist professionals who work with 
organ donor families. You will also be offered a copy of 
his report. 
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Enclosed is a pre-stamped reply sheet upon which you 
may indiacte your participation. There are many motiva~ions 
and situations which may or may not allow you to participate 
in this study. You are under no obligation in any way. 









subject Response Mailer 
Yes, I am willing to participate in Mr. Gates' 
study on the effects of religious faith on the 
bereavement recovery for organ donor families. I 
understand I will be contacted in order to make an 
interview appointment. I also understand that I 
will receive a copy of the study if I wish. 
No, I am unable to participate in this study. 
APPENDIX C 
Interview outline 
The interview will include collecting demographic 
information, loss history, bereavement process, and 
religious/spiritual background. The following questions 
will be utilized in order to explore the interview 
parameters: 
Demographic Information 
1) What is your name and where do you live? 
2) Who is in your immediate family? 
3) Who lives in your home? 
4) What occupations are represented in your family? 
5) What is your DOB? ethnic, racial and religious 
identiites? 
6) How would you describe your family's socioeconomic 
situation (family of origin and now)? 
7) What have been turning points in your life? 
8) What make life worth for you? 
9) What gives your life meaning? 
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10) What is・ your faith affiliation? On a scale. of O - 5 
(inactive to very active) how active a participant 
would you say you are in your faith? 
Loss History 
11) How long ago were you involved with organ donation? 
12) What were the circumstances of your loss? 
13) How did you first learn about the death? 
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14) How did you deal with the inital shock? 
15) Recount for me the tragic circumstances. 
16) Describe the dominant feelings you had at the time. 
17) How were you approached about organ donation? 
Who asked? 
18) How did you deal with the inital request? 
19) What about other significant losses in your life (e.g. 
moving, deaths, major changes)? 
20) How was this (organ donation) death different/similar 
to these other losses? 
21) Have your experienced losses, crises or suffering 
changed or "colored" your life in special ways? 
22) What experiences have affirmed your sense of meaning in 
life? 
23) What experiences have shaken/disturbed your sense of 
meaning? 
Grief, Bereavement and Recovery 
24) Describe your initial bereavement experience. 
A. Tell me about the funeral service and the first 
few weeks after the loss. 
Tell me about the next period: 
(B) 1-3 months; (C) 3-6 months; (D) 6-12 months 
(including anniversary) and (E)since then. 
25) How did you cope during each phase? (A-E)(recovery 
benchmarks) 
26) What resources did you use during these times? 
27) Rank in order of importance the top 5 resources you 
drew from in order to cope with your grief and loss. 
28) What recurring grief experiences have you had? 
29) How did the organ/tissue donation influence your 
recovery? 
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30) What about this loss associated with organ donation has 
made recovery particularly difficult for you? 
31) What about this loss associated with organ donation has 
eased the pain of this loss? 
32) What helps ODFs'recovery? Significant people, places, 
events? What hinders? 
33) What surprises have you observed to your recovery? 
34) What changes have you observed in your life since the 
loss? 
35) What changes have you observed in your relationships? 
36) Have you returned to your life's routine? 
37) What has made it difficult or easier to do so? 
38) How have your re-established balance to your life 
again? 
39) How do you deal with "grief surges"? 
40) How do thoughts about this person come to you? 
Religious/Spiritual Background 
41) What's been your history of religious activity 
involvement? 
42) Can you describe the belief and values or attitudes 
that are most important in guiding your life? 
43) Are there symbols or images or rituals that are 
important to you? 
44) Do you have or have you had important religious 
experience? 
45) What feelings do you have when you think about God? 
46) If you pray, what do you feel is going on when you 
pray? 
47) When life becomes discouraging and useless, what holds 
you up? What renews your hope? 
48) What is the purpose of human life? 
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49) What does death mean to you? What becomes of us when 
we die? 
50) At the time of your loss which resulted in organ 
donation, do you recall any religious feelings? 
51) Of what effect is religious faith or practice at this 
time? 
52) In the immediate days and weeks afterward, was there 
anything spiritually which strengthened you? 
53) How do ODF find comfort for their loss? 
54) Did any readings or prayers become important to you? 
55) How was the funeral to you? 
56) Did your faith community (Church) respond to you in any 
way at that time? 
57) What particular religious thoughts have been especially 
meaningful or helpful either at the time of the organ 
donation or since? 
58) Which spiritual practices have you done more since the 
death or during the recovery process? 
59) What were the most memorable religious occurences 
associated with the death of your loved one or the 
bereavement recovery? 






The purpose of this study is to explore resources 
utilized by organ donor families during the course of their 
bereavement recovery process. This study is undertaken by 
the Reverend George N. Gates, a doctoral candidate.at Boston 
University School-of Theology, who resides in Huntington, 
West Virginia. 
Your participation is voluntary and you are not obliged 
to participate. You may stop and discontinue in the study 
at any time. 
As a participant in this study, you will be asked to 
think about the occasion of the death of your loved one when 
you consented to organ and/or tissue donation. In.the 
aftermath, you have-contended with your grief feelings and 
loss. People experience various ways of managing loss. 
In the semi-structured interview you will be asked to 
consider what resources have assisted you in your 
bereavement recovery process. These may be emotional, 
social, literary or-religious resources. You will be.asked 
about any religious beliefs or spiritual practices which may 
have been particularly helpful. You do not need to ha':'e a 
religious background or affiliation in order to parti?ipate 
in this study. Religious experiences may or may not be 
connected with organized faith practice. 
Possible Risks to You 
Discussing such a personal matter as the death and 
organ donation of a loved one may resurface painful 
memories. This can be very troubling, and you need to know 
that you have someone to talk to if this happens. The 
interviewer will be available after the interview should the 
need arise. In addition, referral for further support is 
possible should that become necessary. 
During the interview, you are free to stop at any time 
and withdraw from the study, if talking about your past 
becomes to disturbing. Also, you are free not to answer 
particular questions throughout the interview. 
Possible Benefits to You 
In terms of answering questions about the loss of a 
loved one, many people find consolation sharing their story 
with an interested listener. You may feel good about 
assisting in the exploration of your unique experience for 
the purpose of working with those who may face this in the 
future. Talking about your bereavement recovery process may 
give you some insight about your progress at this time. 
Confidentiality 
The interview will be tape recorded then transcribed 
into typed transcripts. The tapes will then be erased and 
the transcripts maintained in locked files accessible only 
to the doctoral student. All the information you share will 
be numerically coded, such that your identity and responses 
will not be revealed in reports of the study. Responses 
will be grouped into general categories for the final thesis 
which will be submitted to and filed at Boston University 
School of Theology. 
Report and Financial Considerations 
There is no financial compensation for taking part in 
this study. However, you are entitled to a summary report 
of the final findings of this project. 
Further Information 
For further questions about the study or your 
participation, you may contact: Reverend George N. Gates, 
Central Christian Church, 1202 Fifth Avenue, Huntington, WV 
25701 (304) 525-7727. 
Consent 
I have read and understand the above information and 
willingly consent to participate in this study. 
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